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by Becky Hastings, President
As the “lazy days of summer” come to an end, it is time to start preparing 
for students to come back to school (the reason we are all here), our monthly 
board meetings, our monthly general meetings, etc, I guess you could say it 
is time to start getting ready for things to get back to “normal”.  But before 
I get back to “normal”, I want to tell you about a few highlights of this past 
summer.
This past July, twenty-eight Nebraskans, affi liated with the National 
Association of Educational Offi ce Professionals (NAEOP) through their local 
or state associations, took time out of their busy summers to attend the 
71st annual NAEOP annual conference in Tucson, Arizona.  Nine of those 
Nebraskans were members of UNOPA.  From mini workshops and general 
meetings, to award luncheons and, of course, sightseeing, new friendships 
were made, old friendships were rekindled. You’ll want to read more about 
Sandy Watmore receiving the Olive T. Ritchie Educational Offi ce Professional 
of the Year Award and newsletter awards to Carol Bom for NEOPA’s NEON 
and Barb L’Heureux for UNOPA Notes and an award to Diane Wasser for 
UNOPA’s web site in the following pages. I believe a good time was had by 
all.  Next year’s annual NAEOP conference will be in Dallas, Texas – hope to 
see some of you there.
For future events, the Nebraska Educational Offi ce Professionals Association 
(NEOPA) is planning a workshop to be held in Omaha this fall.  We will be 
hosting the NEOPA spring conference in 2006.  At this conference Carol Bom 
will be installed as President-elect for NEOPA.  Congratulations Carol!  These 
should be good conferences, so start making your plans to attend now. 
With the approval of the new Bylaws and Standing Rules, we are now called 
the University of Nebraska Offi ce Professionals Association.  This change now 
makes us consistent with the state and national associations.  
Our fi rst general meeting for the year will be on Tuesday, September 13th. 
Watch for the fl yer to be coming from the hospitality committee.  Hope you 
will attend!
President’s Corner
“Keep The Candle Burning”
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UNOPA Notes Takes First Place at National
At this year’s National Association of Educational Offi ce Professionals 
Conference in Tucson, Arizona, UNOPA Notes received First Place 
in the Racheal Maynard Award for Excellence in Communications - 
local newsletter division.  UNOPA Notes bested 5 competitors in the 
local newsletter division.  The editor of the 2004 - 05 UNOPA Notes 
was Barbara L’Heureux, Associate Director of Business, UNL Alumni 
Association.  Second place went to The Chronicle, Newsletter of the 
Lincoln Public Schools Association of Offi ce Professionals.
Congratulations to Barbara and her committee!  
KUD   S
NEOPA Takes Home Awards
The NEON, newsletter of the Nebraska Educational Offi ce Professionals 
Association (NEOPA) took the 3rd place Rachel Maynard Award for 
Excellence in Communications Award in the state newsletter division. 
The editor of the NEON was UNOPA’s own Carol Bom, Staff Assistant, 
UNL Landscape Services/Botanical Garden and Arboretum.   The NEON 
competed with seven competitors in the state newsletter division.
NEOPA also was third place in membership growth for the National 
Association of Educational Offi ce Professionals (NAEOP).  They had 17 
new members join NAEOP last year.
UNOPA Website Takes Second
UNOPA’s website, www.unl.edu/unopa, took 2nd Place National 
Association of Educational Offi ce Professionals Past-Presidents 
Award for Novice, local competition.  Diane Wasser, Project 
Assistant, UNL Department of Agricutlural Economics is the 
Web Technician.  She and her committee competed against 6 
other websites.
Congratulations to Diane and her committee!
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Sandy Watmore Receives The NAEOP
Olive T. Ritchie Educational Office
Professional of the Year Award
By Kathy Schindler
 Sandy Watmore, UNOPA’s Immediate Past President, was awarded 
the 2004-2005 NEOPA Office Professional of the Year at the Nebraska 
Educational Office Professionals Association’s fall conference. At the 
National Association of Educational Office Professionals Association’s 
Annual Meeting in Tuscon, Arizona, Sandy was awarded the  NAEOP Olive 
T. Ritchie Educational Office Professional of the Year. 
 Sandy is a residence life services supervisor (RLSS) for University 
Housing at the Harper, Schramm, Smith and Husker Village residence 
halls.
 “It was just overwhelming to get this (award) and to get the kinds 
of accolades that go with it,” said Sandy. 
 Current UNOPA president Becky Hastings worked with Sandy on 
last year’s executive board.   “I could always count on her if I had questions or concerns,” Becky said. “She’s a hard worker. 
She’s a very personable person … and of course I’m very happy for her.”
  Prior to Watmore’s win, only two winners came from Nebraska:  Lola Young, another UNOPA member, won in 2003, 
and Joyce Graybill of Omaha, who won in 1993.
 “The UNOPA members have been thrilled because we’ve had two winners in three years,” Watmore said.  Lola 
actually nominated Watmore for the state award. Sandy completed her nomination packet, which included recommendations 
from her current and former bosses, and sent it to the Nebraska Educational Office Professionals Association (NEOPA). She 
won that award in October 2004.  Jeanne Ann Kardell, who was NEOPA president last year, and who works at Wayne State 
College, helped Sandy submit her national nomination.
 Lola said she has always been impressed by Sandy’s creativity and ambition.  They’ve known each other since 
1990. “I know from past experiences, she actually serves on the committee,” Lola said.  “Some people just want their 
name on the committee, but Sandy is always willing to do things.”
 “I think it’s pretty neat (that she won),” Lola said.  Sandy was presented gifts from each of her organizations as well 
as a congratulatory letter from Nebraska Governor Dave Heineman.
 It is interesting,” Sandy said, that both Lola and Sandy are on parallel career paths when they won the award.  They 
are both from Nebraska and both work for UNL in University Housing as residence life services supervisors.  Because of 
that, Sandy didn’t think she had a chance to win this year and she wondered if the award selection committee would hold 
that against her.  However, she said there are new committee members every year so there was less emphasis on previous 
winners.
 Sandy’s immediate family, husband, Mike, daughter, Lauren, and her mother, Rita Doyle, of Beatrice, traveled to 
Tucson to see her receive the award. Mike works at Square D Company and is originally from Geneva.  Their daughter, 
Lauren, attends Southwest High School in Lincoln.  
    Sandy said she’s not sure her entire family understands the scope of this award, but they’re coming around. 
Mike told her that it was pretty neat she won the award, Sandy said.  Her mother was in awe of the number of people 
who attended the conference from all over the country. Twenty-eight Nebraskans, affiliated with NAEOP through their 
local or state associations, attended the annual conference.  Sandy said she estimated nearly 1,000 people attended the 
conference.
 “My family was very impressed,” Sandy said.  She received her award at the awards luncheon on Friday and got to 
wear a sash for the rest of the conference.  “I felt like queen for the day.  When I got the card from Olive T. Ritchie, that’s 
when it sunk in – you know she’s the one it’s named after,” Sandy said. 
 Sandy, who is originally from Wymore, has worked at the university for nearly 30 years, mostly in the Business 
and Finance Division.  She switched to University Housing last fall where she now hires student employees and oversees 
the desk functions for four residence halls.  Sandy has been active in UNOPA, NEOPA and NAEOP and is considered a 3D 
or three-dimensional member.  “I think I’ve been on every (UNOPA) committee and elected office except for recording 
secretary,” Sandy said.  She just finished a year as UNOPA’s president and will now serve as past president and foundation 
director.   In the state association, she was treasurer for two years, Ways and Means chairman, Constitution and Bylaws 
chairman, as well as serving on many committees.
    Sandy said she’s involved in her professional associations because she believes in them and wants to be involved. 
Each level has different benefits, she said, but the best benefit is getting to know people from around the city, state and 
country. 
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UNOPA Summer Social
 by Barb Andersen & Mari Greer
The Outreach Committee would like 
to thank the 29 UNOPA members who 
registered to attend the summer social 
at Champions Fun Center on July 28th. 
The members began by answering a 
“Getting to know Becky” questionnaire (questions about 
our president, Becky Hastings.) Congratulations to 
Jeanette Fisher our “grand prize” winner for answering 
the most questions correctly. A catered dinner of hot 
dogs, hamburgers, grilled chicken breasts, baked beans, 
potato salad and brownies was followed by a drawing 
for door prizes. Everyone in attendance went away with 
a fabulous door prize. Our thanks to all who donated 
prizes!! Members drew pieces of colored paper to 
determine their “golfing buddies”. We broke into those 
groups, then headed for the greens. The weather was 
absolutely perfect for a round of miniature golf. We heard 
many oohs, aahs, laughter and “I got a hole in one!” 
from the course. Thanks again to all who attended, it 
was a wonderfully fun evening!
Treasurer’s Report
by Gretchen Walker, Treasurer
Beginning checking balance June 1, 2005 $3,788.60
Income:
 Interest $1.00
Total Income: $1.00
Expenses:
 Awards $6.31
 50/50 $280.00
 President Elect $44.90   
 Miscellaneous $500.00
 Treasurer $25.00
Total Expenses: $ 856.21
Ending checking balance June 27, 2005 $2,933.39
Checking Balance $2,933.39
Cost Object Balance $0.00
  $2,933.39
CD $3,021.92
    
 
  
Beginning checking balance July 1, 2005 $2,933.39
Income:
 Interest $.70
Total Income: $.70
Expenses:
Total Expenses: $.00
Ending checking balance July 29, 2005 $2,934.09
Checking Balance $2,934.09
Cost Object Balance $0.00
  $2,934.09
CD $3,053.42
UNOPA History in UNOPA Notes*
 Five Years Ago - (Vol. 39, No.1)
Safari 2000 – 50 members attended UNOPA’s 
Summer Social held at the Folsom Children’s Zoo 
and Botanical Gardens. 
 Ten Years Ago - (Vol. 34, No. 1) 
UNOPA Notes received third place in the local 
newsletter division of the Rachel Maynard Award for 
Excellence in Communication competition.
President LaRita Lang’s theme for the year is “Grow 
With UNOPA”.
This year’s Summer Social was held at Mueller 
Planetarium with the showing of “The National 
Football Championship” laser show.
In June, UNOPA Members sent more than 50 Birthday 
cards to UNOPA’s Founder, Rose Frolik.
 Fifteen Years Ago - (Vol. 29, No. 1)
Thirteen members attended the National NAEOP 
Conference in Denver, Colorado.  At that conference 
UNOPA Notes 1989-90, was given an “Honorable 
Mention” for the Rachel Maynard Award in Excellence 
in Communication for outstanding merit achieved in 
the area of communication. 
 *(Information obtained from UNOPA Notes Vol. 39, No. 1, 
Vol 34, No 1. and Vol. 29, No.1)
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Adding Dimensions
By Carol Bom, CEOE
 This year, my position on the UNOPA Board of Directors is serving as the NEOPA and NAEOP liaison. What exactly 
does this mean?
 First, I’ll explain what these acronymns mean. NEOPA stands for Nebraska Educational Office Professionals 
Association. This is our state group, made up of our local associations, like UNOPA. The other groups involved at the state 
level include LPSAOP, the Lincoln Public Schools Association of Office Professionals; OEOPA, the Omaha Educational Office 
Professionals Association; WEOPA, the Wayne Educational Office Professionals Association, and the NEOPA Past Presidents. 
NAEOP stands for the National Association of Educational Office Professionals. NAEOP holds a conference once a year for 
educational office professionals throughout the country.
 We are fortunate to have two very active associations here in Lincoln, UNOPA, and LPSAOP. One of the benefits of 
joining NEOPA is the contact and networking you have with these fine people. Just as UNOPA has quality people involved 
in it, so do our other local, state and national groups. I have thoroughly enjoyed my affiliation with both of these groups. I 
have met people I am able to call at LPS and ask about a school or ask them about how their service groups work. One of 
the benefits of membership in our groups is being able to have a network of friends that you can call. I often call a fellow 
UNOPA member in an office when I am looking for questions that I know they’ll be able to answer. Once you join NEOPA 
and NAEOP, you expand your network of friends, and to me, this is one great benefit of joining another association.
 We, as educational office professionals, are unique in that we deal with many different customers. We count 
students, faculty and often staff as our customers. What is the best way to deal with an irate student or parent? People in 
other offices just don’t know the answers or deal with the same types of problems. Being able to contact someone in higher 
education is a plus. We can meet others from Wayne State (WEOPA) and see how they handle situations that we run into 
in our similar jobs. 
 At the national level, part of each conference is a meeting of the educational level that you belong to. This year, we 
had a very productive session at our Higher Education Council meeting. We discussed the issue of stipends for PSP work 
and recognition with our administrators. We sent forward suggestions on what we’d like this group to work on as far as 
communicating with administrators. We will have a newsletter sent out with suggestions and comments. I met a couple of 
people that I am going to keep in contact with throughout the year to see the progress they are making at their college, 
and will use that information to help UNOPA.
 We say that when we join UNOPA, NEOPA and NAEOP, that we are a ‘3-D member.’ By our associations with the 
state and national associations, we add so much more to our personal and professional lives. I encourage you to begin your 
journey as a 3-D member by joining NEOPA. This year, as President-elect, I will be working with membership. Not only does 
the NEOPA board have goals as far as increasing our membership, but we have goals on helping our local associations, and 
also expanding to other colleges in Nebraska.
 This is an exciting time to get involved with NEOPA. Please contact me if I can answer any questions you may have 
about joining. You may contact me at cbom1@unl.edu, or call me at 472-2679. I look forward to visiting with you about 
adding new dimensions!
Do you have news for UNOPA Notes? 
Send information you would like included in an upcoming 
issue of UNOPA Notes to Rhonda Zugmier, rzugmier1@unl.
edu by the deadlines noted below.
Issue Deadline Date
October 2005 September 15, 2005
November 2005 October 14, 2005
December 2005 November 15, 2005
January 2006 December 15, 2005
February 2006 January 16, 2006
March 2006 February 15, 2006
April 2006 March 15, 2005
May 2006 April 14, 2006
Calendar of Events
September 5  University Holiday
September 6  Executive Board Meeting
September 13  General Meeting - East Campus Union
October 15  Fall NEOPA workshop in Omaha
October 31  Membership Dues Deadline
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UNOPA Member Sandy 
Jorgensen Retires
By Marlene Pyatt, Corresponding Secretary
Sandy Jorgensen started at the 
University in 1987 working for the Ag 
Education Department which is now 
the Agricultural Leadership, Education 
and Communication Department. 
She enjoyed the contact with the 
students so much she never wanted 
to leave and so worked in the AgLEC 
department for 18 years.
  She has been a member of UNOPA for at least 
10 years serving as a committee member of the UNOPA 
Notes 1996-1997 and a member of the Employee Concerns 
Committee.  She also remembers many fun times working 
the parking lot during the football games for several years.
  After she retires, she has 4 goals that she would like 
to accomplish every day.  Walk the dog, work in my garden, 
do some downsizing of “things” no longer needed and take 
some time to read, crochet or just do nothing.
  Sandy says that UNOPA has given her the opportunity 
to be part of an organization that works for the betterment 
of both the University and the community.  She has made 
may friendships both professionally and personally through 
that connection.  She plans on continuing her membership 
with UNOPA so she can keep in touch with the people she 
enjoyed many experiences with over the years.
HAPPY RETIREMENT SANDY!!!!
Member Concerns for June/July
By Marlene Pyatt, Corresponding Secretary
Cards were sent to UNOPA members for the following:
Happy 96th Birthday greetings to Rose Frolik
Congratulations: Sandy Jorgensen – Retirement from UNL
Get Well: Rose Frolik & Betty Tutt
Sympathy:
Donette Petersen – loss of her mother
Betty James – loss of her father
Family of William Cords – former recipient of Floyd S. 
Oldt Boss of the Year award
  Please let me know when a card needs to be sent 
to a UNOPA member, whether it is for congratulations, 
sympathy, get well, thinking of you, etc.  Since all cards are 
sent to their home address, including that information would 
be helpful.  My phone number is 472-8778 and my email 
address is mpyatt2@unl.edu.
 Thank you to everyone for keeping me informed.   
June Transition Board Meeting
By Donelle Moormeier, President Elect
 The June Transition Board meeting was held on 
June 7, 2005.  The meeting was called to order by Sandy 
Watmore and roll call of the 2004/2005 Board was taken. 
Minutes from May 3, 2005 Board meeting had been emailed 
out by Valerie Egger and were approved. Dora Dill reported 
that the vote on the new By-laws had been counted with 
76 ballots out of 90 mailed returned. The new By-laws were 
accepted by 75 yes votes and 1 opposing vote.  The end 
of the year budget was discussed and Sandy suggested 
that if there was enough money in the budget that we 
donate $500.00 out of the general fund to the PSP fund.  A 
motion was made and voted upon to donate $500.00 out 
of the general fund to PSP each year. Sandy indicated that 
most of the annual reports had been turned in but they 
were due to her by June 14, 2005.  The 04/05 final Board 
meeting adjourned at 3:30.   The 2004/05 Board met with 
the Directors for the 05/06 Board and turned over their 
books. The 2004/2005 Board was then excused with the 
thanks of the association.
 And the new Board was called to order by President, 
Becky Hastings with roll call taken.  Becky asked that all Board 
members introduce themselves and welcomed the new 
Board.  Becky shared with the members the organizational 
method she wanted to have in place for handouts at each 
Board meeting.  The 2005/2006 budgets are due to Becky 
no later than the September Board meeting, however if 
possible she would like to have budgets by the August 
Board meeting.  The general membership will be presented 
the budget at the October meeting.   Discussion was held 
on buying a digital camera for the association.  Rhonda 
Zugmier will research cameras and present her findings at 
the next board meeting.  The Outreach Committee Mari 
Greer and Barb Andersen have planned the Summer Social 
at the Champions Fun Center at 15th & Cornhusker on July 
28, 2005 from 6:30-9:00 p.m.  The evening will consist of 
a catered dinner for $8.00, miniature golf, bowling, and 
some great door prizes.  Flyers will be sent out to general 
membership the first part of July.  There was discussion 
about the UNOPA logo because of the change in the By-Laws 
to University of Nebraska Office Professional Association 
instead of the word ‘Personnel.’  Once the logo has been 
changed the website, forms, banner etc. will need to be 
changed, a process that many take a few months to get 
done.  The Board meetings will continue to be on the first 
Tuesday of the month from 3:00-5:00 alternating between 
City Campus and East Campus with the next Board meeting 
being held on August 2, 2005 at Purchasing, 17th & Y, 
Room 125A.  The meeting was adjourned at 4:30p.m.
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UNOPA Annual Meeting and Installation of Officers
Tuesday, May 10, 2005
Great Hall, Kauffman Residential Center
WELCOME and CALL TO ORDER:
President Sandy Watmore welcomed everyone and called the meeting to order at noon.
OFFICERS’ REPORTS
Recording Secretary: Valerie Egger
The March minutes were approved as they stood. Valerie received one correction to the April minutes which 
was made prior to today’s meeting. The April minutes were approved as revised.
Treasurer: Lois Erickson
Lois reported the beginning checking balance on April 13, 2005 was $4,621.15. Income for the period was 
$474.35 and expenses were $156.67 leaving a checking balance of $4,938.93 as of May 9. The cost object 
balance was $0. The CD balance was $3,032.92.
In response to a question, Lois reported that the cost object is somewhat ahead of where it was this time last 
year. She thanked the UNOPA members for giving her the opportunity to serve as Treasurer the past year.
Corresponding Secretary: Jeanette Fisher
No report
Sandy Watmore noted that she received one note from retiree Monie Brownson thanking everyone for the 
nice lunch at the April general meeting.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Awards: Helen Sexton, no report
Foundation: Carol Bom, no report
Membership: Donelle Moormeier, no report
Nominating: Jan Edwards, no report
Professional Growth/PSP: Shirley Horseman
Shirley briefly described the Professional Standards Program (PSP)—a multilevel certification program found-
ed by the National Association of Educational Office Professionals (NAEOP) to encourage professional de-
velopment. Through the PSP program, members who have attained accomplishments based on education, 
experience, and professional activity are recognized.  It is open to active and retired members. The Certified 
Educational Office Employee (CEOE) distinction may be applied for after completing requirements for cer-
tain level certificates. Two members achieved PSP/CEOE certification in 2004-05. Mary Guest received the 
Advanced 3 Option I PSP and CEOE award, and Gretchen Walker received her Bachelors Degree Option II 
PSP and CEOE award. Mary and Gretchen will also be recognized at the upcoming national convention which 
they may choose to attend. At Sandy Watmore’s request, all UNOPA members who had achieved PSP/CEOE 
certification stood and were recognized.
Professional Growth/Workshops: Judy Anderson, no report
UNOPA NOTES: Barb L’Heureux, no report
Ways and Means: Debbie Burns, no report
 
ADHOC COMMITTEES
Communications and Technology: Diane Wasser.
Diane has activity photos that will be posted on the UNOPA Web site. Please let her know if you do not want 
your picture on the Web site.
Mentoring: Kathy Statsny and Mary Guest, no report
As Kathy is now retired, Sandy W. thanked her for her help this past year.
                                        (Continued on next page)
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Bylaws: Dora Dill
Dora thanked all the UNOPA members who helped with suggestions and comments in revising the bylaws. She 
provided a few copies on the tables for members to refer to, and then went through each of the changes as noted 
below. The italicized words below indicate a change or addition to the Bylaws and Standing Rules.
BYLAWS
Article III - Membership
Section 1, paragraph C. “Retired membership in the association . . . shall have the right to vote and may hold an 
appointed office and serve on committees.” [addition]
Article IV - Officers
to: Article IV - Officers/Duties 
[title changed to reflect that officers and duties were combined into one section]
Section 2 (Nomination section). “Additional nominations may be submitted by the membership when the slate of 
officers is presented.” [addition]
Section 3 (President’s duties). First sentence: “The President shall preside . . . , shall serve as liaison contact for 
UNOPA . . .” [changed “liaison” to “contact”]
Section 6 (Corresponding Secretary’s duties) “ . . . ; shall be responsible for the holiday collection, and shall . . .” 
[deleted specific responsibility, added “holiday collection,” not specifying an exact holiday-giving program]
Article VI – Executive Board
Section 2 (Appointment of Standing Committees) “Co-directors are expected to attend Executive Board meetings 
and will have all the rights, responsibilities and duties except the right to vote (only one per standing committee.) 
[addition]
Article VIII - Affiliation
Section  2. “The Association shall appoint the president to the NAEOP Advisory Council.” [addition]
STANDING RULES 
Combined Standing Rules 2 and 3 to read, “Dues for former members who have had a break in service from the 
university (who join later in the year) will be $9.00 through March 1. Individuals initially joining UNOPA after 
March 31 will not be required to pay any dues until the next UNOPA fiscal year. [addition]
Standing Rule 6. “The Association will purchase a gavel guard and chain.” [addition] 
“The President’s plaque will be presented at this time at the annual meeting in May.”[addition]
Standing Committees
C. Professional Growth
Spelling correction: changed “last” to “least.”
F. Membership
Entire paragraph added.
I. UNOPA Notes
“The UNOPA Notes Committee shall be responsible for collecting information for setting up, editing, and distribut-
ing UNOPA’s monthly newsletter. [changed wording for clarification]
L. Outreach
“ . . . all aspects of the Summer Social, which includes choosing a location, and working with the committee to 
select theme, prizes, and coordinates registration.” [addition]
Dora opened the floor for corrections and deletions. As a result, an addition to Standing Rule 9 was made: 
Standing Rule 9. “Scrapbooks will be kept at 1700 Y.” There was also a suggestion to establish UNOPA data-base 
of what is taken to archives and 1700 Y street.
               ?
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Dora moved to accept the bylaws as read and revised and to prepare for ballot vote for approval by UNOPA 
members. The motion was approved. Both documents (existing and proposed revisions) will be on the UNOPA 
Web site for comparison.
NEW BUSINESS
Sandy Watmore announced that the UNOPA Board approved hosting the 2006 NEOPA conference. Carol Bom will 
be installed as president during the conference.
Becky Hastings announced that Sandy Watmore won the 2004-2005 NEOPA Office Professional of the Year 
award at the fall conference. As the winner of the NEOPA Educational Office Professional of the Year, Sandy be-
came a candidate for the NAEOP Olive T. Ritchie Education Office Professional of the Year, which will be awarded 
at the National Conference in Tucson, July of 2005. Becky found out on May 3rd that Sandy won. Congratulation, 
Sandy!
OLD BUSINESS
Sandy Watmore reported that the Spinoza Bears will be distributed this week.
Hospitality: Marcy Tintera and Debbie Hendricks
Marcy thanked all the committee members for their hard work this past year. At today’s meeting, $57.00 was 
collected for the 50/50 drawing. Kathy Leazer was the lucky recipient of $28.50 with the other half going to 
the Spinoza Bear sponsorship. One member at each table received a goblet with a candle that was part of the 
centerpieces.
PROGRAM
Before installing the new officers, Sandy W. recognized this past year’s Board of Directors.
The committee directors received symbols with their certificate. Each symbol represented the service given 
to UNOPA over the past year. The directors received their own certificates and also those for their committee 
members.
Symbols were:
Awards: Helen Sexton: a trophy
Employee Concerns: Barb Anderson and Gretchen Walker: guardian angels
Foundation: Carol Bom: a money tree
Hospitality: Marcy Tintera & Debbie Hendricks. Southern Bells signifying Southern Hospitality
Membership: Donelle Moormeier  a shovel and a pail of sand (symbolizing counting our members like the grains 
of sand)
Nominating: Jan Edwards: an anchor 
Professional Growth: Shirley Horstman & Judy Anderson: a tall tree (symbolizing growth)
Program: Becky Hastings  a microphone
UNOPA NOTES: Barb L’Heureux: a shovel (for digging up information)
Ways & Means: Debbie Burns: a money bag
Bylaw Review & Revision Ad Hoc Committee, Dora Dill: legal scale
Communication Technology Committee Director, Diane Wasser: a computer
Mentoring Committee: Kathy Stastny & Mary Guest: helping hands
NAEOP Liaison: Edie Schleiger: an airplane
Summer Social Committee co-chairs: Faye Massa & Kathy Thompson: ball and glove (symbolizing “taking us out 
to a ballgame”) 
Presidential Advisor, Lola Young: an ear
Treasurer: Lois Erickson: a calculator
Recording Secretary: Valerie Egger (& Kathy Schindler): and ink pen
Corresponding Secretary: Jeanette Fisher: a camera
Becky Hastings: a crown (to symbolize her upcoming “reign” as President)
Following receipt of the  certificates, committee members stood for recognition.
                                        (Continued on next page)
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is to provide professional growth and promote high professional standards for education office professionals with 
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Sandy handed the podium over to Becky Hastings for installation of the 2005-06 officers. Becky turned the microphone 
over to Carol Bom who honored to be able to conduct the installation ceremony for Becky.
Candles were used to represent the officers being installed. Becky’s theme for the 2005-06 year is “Keep the Candle 
Burning.” Candles have a small flame that illuminates a whole area. Candle wicks illuminate; candle wax sustains the light. 
Each member is the wax (or glue) making up UNOPA. The different talents of each member are needed to keep UNOPA 
going. The 2005-06 Board of Directors was introduced: officers, committee directors, ad-hoc committee directors.
The 2005-06 officers and directors are:
Officers:
President Becky Hastings President-Elect  Donelle Moormeier
Recording Secretary Valerie Egger Corresponding Secretary Marlene Pyatt
Treasurer Gretchen Walker
Committee Directors:
Awards: Jan Edwards  Employee Concerns: Pat Hust; co-chair, Tonda Humphress
Foundation: Sandy Watmore Hospitality: Pat Destafano; co-chair, Susan Thomas
Membership: Amy Stewart  Nominating: Chris Cary
Professional Growth: Judy Anderson; co-chair, Mary Guest Program: Donelle Moormeier
UNOPA Notes: Rhonda Zugmier Ways and Means: not filled yet
Communication Technology: Diane Wasser Mentoring: Mary Guest; co-chair, Beth Krohn
NAEOP/NEOPA: Coordinator, Carol Bom Summer Social: Mary Greer; co-chair, Barb Andersen
Congratulations to the 2005-06 officers!
Sandy W. discussed the history of the gavel and meaning of the different number of taps. She presented the gavel to the 
new President, Becky Hastings.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:00.
Respectfully submitted,
Valerie Egger, Recording Secretary
(Minutes printed as submitted)
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by Becky Hastings, President
I hope everyone has been able to settle back into a “normal” routine. 
I can’t believe that school has started which means that volleyball, basketball, 
and football will soon be added to everyone’s already busy schedules.
Speaking of football – the Ways & Means Committee this year is being 
chaired by the Board of Directors.  I have sent out an e-mail asking members 
to volunteer to work the parking lot for one of the home games this year.  I 
would like to see as many members volunteer as possible.  We would love 
to see some “new” faces so the “old” faces can take a rest! This is an 
easy way to get involved with UNOPA and work with each other.
The Summer Social was held at Champions Fun Center.  The food was 
good and the miniature golf was fun (but myself – well, I had a few issues 
with a couple of the holes).  Those that attended indicated at the end of the 
evening that they enjoyed themselves, which was nice to hear.  It was a nice 
break from the hustle and bustle of the every day/evening routine.  Thank 
you to Mari Greer and Barb Andersen, our Outreach committee for planning 
and coordinating this event.
There will be several Professional Growth opportunities offered 
throughout the coming year.  The Nebraska Educational Offi ce Professional 
Association (NEOPA) has planned a workshop to be held in Omaha on October 
15, 2005.  More details to come.  The Mentoring Committee has set up 
various Brown bag workshops for the year – see page 3 for more details.  I 
encourage all of you to attend as many of these as you can.
 The general meeting on September 13th will be fi lled with information 
about the President’s chosen non-profi t organization, Camp COHOLO which 
has touched the life of a University of Nebraska employee, we’ll learn how to 
organize our offi ce, and we’ll have good food at the East Campus Union, and 
enjoy each others company.  See you there!! 
President’s Corner
“Keep The Candle Burning”
UNOPA Notes
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UNOPA Members
Receive Service Awards
On September 9th, the University will honor employees who have reached a Service Award Milestone. 
Twenty-nine UNOPA members will be among those receiving awards.  These 29 members have 
contributed 520 years of service to the University.
 5 Years of Service
  Lisa King Jerry Schluckebier
  Doreen Wagenaar
 10 Years of Service
  Helen Dukes Patti Lacquement
  Faye Massa Connie Paxton
 15 Years of Service
  Barbara Andersen JoAnn Barry
  Marlene Beyke Debbie Burns
  Linda Kaohn Mary Klucas
  Lona Kramer Cathy Leazer
  Nancy Myers
 20 Years of Service
  Ethel Beetley Dora Dill
  Lois Erickson
 25 Years of Service
  Kathy Bennetch Cindy Hornung
  Larita Lang Carol Nelson
  Janet Shamburg Linda Tesch
 
 30 Years of Service
  Jeanne Andelt Shelley Everett
  Jan Harris Lorraine Moon
  
     Congratulations on your dedication to UNOPA and UNL!
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Mentoring Brownbag Series to begin in September
The Mentoring Ad Hoc Committee has been busy over the summer arranging the brownbag series that will begin 
on September 27. This series of brownbags will provide discussion on a variety of topics and an opportunity to 
form mentoring partnerships. The brown bags will begin at noon at the Nebraska Union, and the proposed dates 
and topics are:
 September 27: Seeking Wisdom, Sharing Wisdom:  The Power of Mentoring
 October 25: Surviving the Software: Shortcuts to Managing Key UNL Systems
 November 29: Stepping Up the Ladder:  How I Advanced My Career at UNL
 February 28: Balancing Work and Family:  Staying Sane in Multiple Roles
 March 28: Pioneering New Frontiers:  Working With the Web
 April 25: Program Evaluation and Brainstorming Next Year’s Mentoring Program 
The brown bags will consist of a 40 minute panel discussion, a 10 minute “Department Spotlight” focusing 
on employee benefits provided by different areas on campus, and a 10 minute “Networking Activity” where 
participants will have the opportunity to interact with each other, and mentoring partnerships may be formed. 
Information on each topic will also be added to the UNOPA Blackboard site. 
If you have experience or knowledge in any of the topic areas, or know someone who does, and would like to 
be a part of the panel, please contact Beth Krohn (472-8137, mkrohn1@unl.edu) or Mary Guest (472-3755, 
mguest2@unl.edu). 
We would also like your input on the UNOPA Mentoring Blackboard 
site. Please take some time to check it out and let us know what 
other types of information you would like to see there. If you haven’t 
enrolled onto the site, please take a few minutes to self-enroll by 
following these steps:
1. Login to “my.unl.edu” with your username and password. 
(First time users:  your username is the first part of your 
e-mail address, i.e. “mguest2”. Your password is your social 
security number without dashes. You may change your 
password after you log in.)
2. Once logged in, click on the “Community” tab at the top of 
the screen.
3. In the search box in the upper left (Organization Search), 
type “unopa” and press “enter” on your keyboard or click 
“go.”
4. When “University of Nebraska Office Personnel Association” 
appears, click the “Enroll” button that appears to the right.
If you have any problems enrolling, please contact Beth Krohn (472-
8137, mkrohn1@unl.edu) or Mary Guest (472-3755, mguest2@unl.
edu).
UNOPA
MENTORING
BLACKBOARD
SITE
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From the July 2005 National Association of
Educational Office Professionals Conference
by Becky Hastings, President
I thought you would be interested in the business side of things at the national conference.  Below is a brief 
summary of the sessions offered to enhance the productivity within our organization.  They also give us a 
chance to network with others.
Central Area Meeting
Members from the six Central Area states: Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Indiana, Kansas, and Illinois 
were nominated by election to run for national committees. Members voted to donate $100 per year 
to the national scholarship fund. A report was given on the 2004-2005 Central Area Conference, which 
was hosted by Nebraska last spring.  The Central Area Conference was a success and generated a 
substantial profit which was used to build up the Central Area professional development fund.  The next 
Central Area conference will be hosted by Indiana in Indianapolis in April, 2006. 
Higher Education Council Meeting
Members who are employed in higher education institutions discussed two topics: 
1)  How to get administrators at colleges and universities to recognize our certification program and 
associations.  
 Many K-12 districts, including Lincoln Public Schools, provide pay increases/stipends for staff 
that have become certified in NAEOP’s Professional Standards Program.  Few higher education 
institutions do so.  However, this year, a new program has been implemented for staff at Nebraska 
state colleges, i.e. Wayne, Chadron and Peru. Employees of the state colleges will receive salary 
base increases of $200 to $500 for completion of an academic degree and/or certification in the 
Professional Standards Program.  Nebraska is sharing information with the Higher Ed Council about 
the state college program, and the Nebraska Educational Office Professionals Association will be 
working with the University of Nebraska to request the same recognition for NU employees.
2) Submit agenda item to the NAEOP board about offering more classes and briefings related to 
higher education.  Because there are more members serving K-12 students than college students, 
workshops tend to be “geared” to those audiences.  A few of the suggested topics: 
• Understanding Our Student Population: non-traditional students, millennial generation, 
development stages of college students
• Unions in higher ed
• Trends in computer technology
• Professional image and career advancement in higher ed.
Business Meetings
At the business meetings, the entire membership comes together to hear a keynote speaker, honor 
our country with the traditional flag ceremony, annual reports are made, members are elected 
to serve on various NAEOP committees for the following year, hear recommendations of the 
Advisory Council, and decide motions.  Some of the highlights were:
• The keynote speaker, Steve Saffron, gave a very inspirational presentation about incorporating 
goodness, playfulness, and happiness into the workplace. 
• Two $1000 college scholarships were awarded to members.
• Nebraska presented a motion to recommend to the Professional Standards Program Governing 
Board that active participation (not just payment of dues) at the local, state, area or national 
level, be required in order to qualify for recertification.  The motion passed.  
• Two Nebraska members were elected to chair national committees, and several more were elected 
to serve on committees.
(Continued on next page)
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2005 National Association of Educational Office Professionals Conference
(Continued from page 4)
Advisory Council
Advisory Council is the meeting forum for the associations which have affiliated with the National 
association; it is composed of one delegate from each affiliate.  The delegate must be a member of the 
National association.
“The duties of the Advisory Council shall be to develop programs for the promotion of the Association’s 
purposes and activities in the various states and localities; to advise the Board of Directors in matters 
concerning the Association; to elect two members to each of the following standing committees:  Advisory 
Council & Affiliations, Awards, Bylaws, Long Range Planning, Membership, Nominations and Elections, 
Professional Development Program, Professional Standards Program, Public Relations & Publications, 
Scholarship, and Special Projects.” (NAEOP Bylaws)
There were three agenda items discussed at the Advisory Council meeting.  They were as follows:
1. Increase the discussion time for Advisory Council items to at least 45 minutes, one hour would 
be better.
2. We should change the name of the organization to reflect all classified employees.
3. Redistrict NAEOP Area directorships based upon geographical proximity.  A result of this 
redistricting may necessitate the restructuring of the directorship as well.
Once these items were discussed by Advisory Council and recommendations were given these items were 
then brought to the Annual Meeting and discussed further at that time.
Do you have news for UNOPA Notes? 
Send information you would like included in an upcoming 
issue of UNOPA Notes to Rhonda Zugmier, rzugmier1@unl.
edu by the deadlines noted below.
Issue Deadline Date
October 2005 September 15, 2005
November 2005 October 14, 2005
December 2005 November 15, 2005
January 2006 December 15, 2005
February 2006 January 16, 2006
March 2006 February 15, 2006
April 2006 March 15, 2006
May 2006 April 14, 2006
Member Concerns for June/July
By Marlene Pyatt, Corresponding Secretary
Please contact me so a card can be sent to a UNOPA 
member for congratulations, get well, sympathy, thinking 
of you, etc.  Giving me the home address of the member 
will help greatly.
I will be purchasing a digital camera this month for 
use at UNOPA functions.  Be prepared to smile at our 
September meeting as I’ll be practicing with the new 
camera.
Smile!!
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Have you renewed your membership yet?
All members should have received a 2005-2006 Membership Renewal form in the mail 
recently.  Please complete the form and return it to Amy Stewart, Membership Chair.  If 
you have any questions, please contact Amy at 472-8172.
Dues are only $9.00 until October 31, 2005.  Beginning November 1st renewal dues will 
be $12.00. 
August Board Meeting
Submitted by Donelle Moormeier, President-elect
 The August Board meeting was held on August 2, 2005.  Minutes from the June meeting were approved as 
corrected.  President Hastings reported that there would not be a separate Ways and Means Committee this year. 
The Executive Board will take on the responsibilities for that committee.  Each UNOPA member will be contacted 
and asked to volunteer some time to man the football parking lot for the 05/06 season.  Becky met with Herb Howe 
in June and July along with past President Sandy Watmore and UAAD President Russell Bartholow.  Issues that 
were discussed were drop in enrollment, tuition remission for UNL employees, the Gallup survey, community col-
leges drawing students from UNL, and the Antelope Valley Roadway project.  A letter was received from a UNL staff 
member who is not a UNOPA member recommending that the Chancellor hear how the rising parking fees impacts 
staff income.  The board generally felt that UNOPA needs to stay involved with this issue and continue to push for 
some kind of relief or restructuring of parking fees.  Everyone was encouraged to give Diane Wasser updates for the 
website.  Diane needs award deadlines and any calendar items for the website.  She has just added the President’s 
Theme for the year.  Becky reported that the national conference (NAEOP) held July 11-15, 2005 in Tucson was very 
worthwhile attending.  UNOPA Notes took first place in the local newsletter competition, the NEON took third place 
in the state newsletter competition and UNOPA’s website received second place in the local novice competition. 
Nebraska had the second largest state delegation attending.  Next year’s national conference will be in Dallas.  A 
draft copy of upcoming year’s programs for general meetings was handed out by Donelle Moormeier.  Marlene Pyatt 
researched digital cameras for documenting UNOPA events.  Motion was made and passed to buy a digital camera 
and necessary supplies for a maximum cost of $325.  Gretchen Walker reported that the audit of the 2004/05 books 
was completed.  A CD matured in July, was cashed and a new CD purchased with a balance of $3,021.92.  Checking 
balance after expenses was $2,933.39.  Discussion was held about the Employee Concerns Committee and when 
certain terms started and ended and also that committee members are not keeping UNOPA members up-to-date on 
their respective committees.  It was suggested that UNOPA Notes might include reports from the various committee 
members.   The summer social was held at Champions Fun Center with approximately 25 members attending, all 
have great fun with great food.  Judy Anderson reported that she is finishing UNOPA’s annual report and will send 
a copy to Diane as soon as it is finished.  The mentoring committee discussed a proposed six brown bag sessions 
for 2005-06.  The sessions will feature UNOPA members on the panels and the topics came from a survey taken 
two years ago.  Carol Bom reported that NEOPA fall workshop is being planned for October 15, from 9:00 to 4:00 
to be held at ESU #3 in Omaha.  More details to follow after August 10th.  Carol also noted that state colleges are 
monetarily recognizing PSP certification and that, hopefully, UNL will be next.  The meeting was adjourned at 4:40 
p.m.  The next meeting will be September 6, 2005 at 3 p.m. at East Campus Union.
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UNOPA History in UNOPA Notes*
 Five Years Ago - (Vol. 39, No. 2)
The General Program for September was a presentation 
on the New UNL Travel Policy (new contract with Travel 
and Transport).
Dottie Stoner won $16.50 on 50/50.
 Ten Years Ago - (Vol. 34, No. 2) 
Scott Mecham, President of the Cornhusker Better 
Business Bureau discussed the purpose of the BBB and 
the warning signs of fraud.
 Fifteen Years Ago - (Vol. 29, No. 2)
23 UNOPA members attended the NEOPA Fall 
Conference at Bradshaw, NE.
Jo Van Patten reported that at the U-Wide Benefits 
meeting in Omaha, it was approved to add a new 
“90 day” disability insurance option.  This package 
was added because of two reasons: 1) Kearney State 
already has a 90 day option and 2) because UNOPA 
expressed a concern.
 *(Information obtained from UNOPA Notes Vol. 39, No. 2, 
Vol 34, No 2. and Vol. 29, No. 2)
Calendar of Events
September 9 Service Award Recognition Program
September 9 State of the University Address
September 13  General Meeting - East Campus Union
September 27 Mentoring Brown Bag Session
October 15  Fall NEOPA Workshop in Omaha
October 31  Membership Dues Deadline
Go UNOPA and 
GO BIG RED!
Show your Husker Spirit
while helping UNOPA
It is that time of year for Husker football which also means 
it is time for UNOPA members to help with UNOPA’s one 
and only fund-raiser, selling parking on Husker game 
days.  UNOPA covers the parking lot (located at 1820 R 
Street) from 6:30am until kick-off.  If you are interested in 
volunteering to help, please contact the individuals below. 
Their phone numbers can be found on Page 1.
 Sept. 10 Chris Carey & Jan Edwards
 Sept. 17 Marlene Pyatt & Pat Hust
 Oct. 1 Mary Guest & Beth Krohn
 Oct. 8  Diane Wasser
 Oct. 29 Gretchen Walker & Sandy Watmore
 Nov. 12 Donelle Moormeier & Valerie Egger
If you are attending the games and aren’t able to help, 
please consider parking in our lot.  This way you are 
helping support UNOPA.
UNOPA Members in the News
by Marlene Pyatt, Corresponding Secretary
There have been some articles written about UNOPA lately 
that you might have seen.  In case you didn’t catch them,  the 
August 18th issue of The Scarlet had an article announcing 
Sandy Watmore receiving the Olive T. Ritchie Educational 
Office Professional of the Year award.  There also was an 
article listing the officers for 2005-2006.  The same article 
about the new officers was also in the August 13th edition 
of the Neighborhood Extra.   This is a great way for the 
rest of the University and the community to know about us 
and what we do.  It can also be another way to attract new 
members.
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NEOPA Fall Workshop
By Carol Bom, CEOE
NAEOP/NEOPA Liaison 
Please mark your calendars for Saturday, October 15, 2005, for a great workshop!
The Nebraska Educational Office Professionals Association, NEOPA, is sponsoring a fall workshop. The workshop will be 
held near Omaha, at ESU #3. The ESU is an Educational Service Unit that has a conference facility attached to it. It is just 
past Gretna, so it isn’t too far for most of us in Lincoln to travel.
The NEOPA board is putting this workshop together. As of this writing, we know the location and the time, and one of the 
speakers. We have decided to make this a very “hands-on” workshop. We will begin the day at 9:00 a.m., with registration 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. along with a continental breakfast. One of the speakers will be UNL’s own Ranelle Maltas from 
Shared Services. She will be presenting a session dealing with Microsoft Tips and Tricks regarding Word and Excel. Our 
other speaker will be presenting information on business grammar and writing.
This promises to be a day filled with information that you can take back immediately to your work place. A warm meal will 
be provided for lunch. As soon as a flyer is ready, we’ll notify you of registration information. The price for NEOPA members 
will be $35.00 and the price for non-members will be $50.00. We think this price is a great bargain compared to similar 
offers I see everyday costing up to $149.00!
We’ll close the day by 4:00 p.m. PSP points are to be determined. Please watch for future updates! If you have any 
questions, you may contact me at 472-2679 or by e-mail at cbom1@unl.edu
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UNOPA Notes
 I want to thank everyone who attended the fi rst general meeting for 
the year.  It seems that we had quite a few guests and new members.  It was 
great to see so many of you at the meeting!
 Our meeting sure did cover a lot of areas/issues.  One of the main 
topics discussed was the football parking lot for UNOPA.  It seems we are 
having problems getting members to sign up to work the lot.  I know that 
we are all busy with our jobs and personal lives, but I ask that you consider 
working one – two hour time slot.  As I’ve said before, this is our only fund 
raiser for the year, and over the last couple of years UNOPA has made over 
$4,000.00 per year from the parking lot.  The following was found in an issue 
of UNOPA Notes from 1990, “The next fund raising event will be a Sweetheart 
raffl e for the February 12, 1991 general meeting.  The raffl e tickets will be 
distributed before the holiday closedown.  President Perry announced that 
Shirley Howell was the top seller in the “Raising the Dough” project.  She sold 
over 20 pizzas”.  The treasury balance on December 10, 1990 was $1,640.34 
– remember we didn’t have a CD at this time, so the $1,640.34 was the only 
money that we had.  Today our checking balance is approximately $2,542.45 
and we do have a CD of $3,053.42.  To “entice” individuals to sign up to 
work – the Board has decided to do the following:  Any individual (UNOPA 
member or family member) that signs up and works a shift will have their 
name entered into a drawing for a $50.00 gift card donated by Walmart.  If a 
person works more than one shift, their name will be entered into the drawing 
for each two-hour shift they work.  
 Don’t forget that the nomination deadline for the Boss of the Year 
Award is October 10, 2005.  After you receive this, you should have a few days 
to still nominate that “great” boss if you haven’t done so already.
 Our next general meeting will be October 11, 2005 at the East Campus 
Union.  I look forward to seeing you all there!
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NU Values
Changing the Way the University Thinks about Pay and Performance 
by Roshan Pajnigar, SPHR, Director, Compensation & Employment
Human Resources Department
What:
The University of Nebraska is changing its perspective on employee pay and job responsibilities for Managerial/Professional 
and Office/Service staff through a program called NU Values. NU Values is a compensation system that establishes work 
competencies and focuses on identifying and rewarding effective performance in relationship to established job characteristics.
Why:
NU employee surveys have indicated that there is a desire to develop different approaches in determining pay, and 
to create new ways of thinking about career growth, performance expectations and performance evaluation. Leaders 
have indicated that they needed more flexibility in rewarding good performance. The current NU classification and 
compensation system needs to be updated in order to adequately reflect changing job markets, employee skills and abilities.
What this means for employees:
No one’s pay will be decreased and no one should expect a pay increase as an immediate result of implementing this program. 
Instead, NU Values will change how jobs are defined, how performance is measured and how pay is determined. Defining 
jobs and recognizing performance will establish a framework for career pathing, training and development and performance 
management. NU Values is an open, flexible system that will present employees and supervisors with clear objectives and 
paths for career growth. Its goal is to empower employees to increase personal responsibility for job accomplishments.
What this means for supervisors:
Supervisors are key to the success of NU Values. They will take an active role in defining jobs and implementing 
career growth, training and development and effective performance management. Supervisors will utilize 
communication and coaching skills and have a greater interactive leadership capacity within their unit. NU Values 
enhances creativity, decision-making and flexibility in career management for both the supervisor and the employee.
What this means for administrators:
Utilized properly, NU Values will increase effectiveness and efficiency of staff, actively reward individual and team strengths, 
address weaknesses and align individual and departmental activities with organizational priorities and directions. In many cases 
compensation decisions that were previously made by the Human Resources department will now rest with a department or college. 
Administrators will take an active role in supporting supervisors and employees in recruiting and retention, career growth and 
development, performance management and increasing effective communication. Organizational unit leaders and administrators 
will be responsible for making decisions that are in compliance with employment laws, regulations and University policies. 
       
Examples of how positions and pay may be affected with NU Values:
• Advancement-pay increase in same Job Family Zone
• Promotion-job change to a higher zone in same Job Family
• Transfer-position change in same Job Family in different organizational unit
• Career change-reassigned to new Job Family
• Performance (merit) increase-increase separate from annual increase from legislative appropriations and based on 
work performance
*Salary Decisions:  Based on available funding, market data, internal equity within unit and employee competencies.   
 
For additional information, please contact Human Resources (402-472-3101) or visit the NU Values website at http://
hr.unl.edu/general/nuvalues.shtml.  All employees are encouraged to view the orientation module at this website.
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NEOPA Fall Workshop
Registration Deadline is Here!
 There is still time to register for the NEOPA (Nebraska 
Educational Office Professionals Association) Fall Workshop 
to be held in Omaha on Saturday, October 15th.  Please 
contact Pam Lindholm at 436-1548 if you wish to register 
for the workshop.
 More information about this workshop can be found 
in the September 2005 issue of UNOPA Notes on Page 8.
Camp COHOLO
 President Hastings has chosen Camp COHOLO 
as this years recipient of the 50/50 proceeds. The camp 
is located outside of Gretna and provides a unique 
camping experience to children with cancer and blood 
disorders.  
 The letters (COHOLO) stand for Courage, Hope 
and Love.  The hardest thing for kids with cancer is that 
they can’t be around other kids in fear of catching a simple 
cold, flu, or the most dangerous illness, chickenpox. These 
simple illnesses can turn into pneumonia, hepatitis and 
even meningitis. All of these can be life threatening for a 
cancer patient. What is so neat about Camp COHOLO is 
everyone is in the same situation and they are all under 
the care of doctors and nurses while experiencing camp 
fun like a normal kid.
 At the conclusion of the camp, all the campers, 
their parents, the doctors, nurses and counselors 
congregate in the auditorium to watch a video of the 
week’s happenings.  The activities these kids get to do 
are unbelievable. Waterslides, swimming, hiking, high 
wire walking, horseback riding, dances, climbing walls 
and even the T P-ing of the boy’s cabin after hours. It 
is a week where they get to be normal kids again. The 
restaurants in Omaha and surrounding areas almost 
competed to see who could cater the meals for camp. 
The saddest part of camp is that for some patients the 
camp was their last week of fun. However, for others, 
they continue to come year after year and may eventually 
become a Camp COHOLO Counselor.
 President Hastings will present more information 
about Camp COHOLO at the October General Meeting.
October 25 Mentoring Brownbag
by Mary Guest, Co-Director, Mentoring
The topic for the October 25 Mentoring Brownbag will be: 
Surviving the Software:  Shortcuts to Managing Key UNL 
Systems. This brownbag session will be held in the Nebraska 
City Union, 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m., room will be posted. 
Watch your mail for the flyer in early October for the list of 
panelists.
Please plan to attend, there will be refreshments and a prize 
drawing!!! Contact Beth Krohn (mkrohn1@unl.edu) or Mary 
Guest (mguest2@unl.edu) if you have questions or if you 
plan to attend.
NEOPA Clothing Drive
By Carol Bom, NAEOP/NEOPA Coordinator
 The Nebraska Educational Office Professionals Association, NEOPA, is holding a 
clothing drive. This drive is being held to benefit the YWCA Job Outfitters program. Each 
year, the YWCA hosts two major clothing give-aways, one in the spring and one in the fall. 
Their fall give away was September 12. Now, they need to replenish their supply!
 NEOPA will be accepting clothing from now until the October 15 workshop. For 
Lincoln residents, you need not take your clothes to the workshop near Omaha. Please 
contact me at cbom@neb.rr.com if you need to coordinate a pick up. Or, you may contact 
Becky Hastings, President of UNOPA, at 472-2085.
 Besides new or used clothing, the YWCA will accept purses, jewelry, personal care 
items, and shoes. Besides business attire, they also fit women for waitress jobs, and other 
casual jobs. They outfit women who need help in re-entering the work force. Please support 
this local effort. You need not be a NEOPA member to participate. Thanks!
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September Executive Board Meeting
by Donelle Moormeier, President-elect
 The September Board meeting was held on September 6, 2005 at 3:00 p.m. at the Nebraska East Union.  
Minutes from the August meeting were approved as corrected.  
 President, Becky Hastings reported that the elected officers met on September 1 to review the officer budget 
requests.  At the October general meeting the budget will be submitted for approval.  Jan Edwards has taken on some 
additional responsibilities in her position so she is requesting to be replaced as Director of the Awards Committee.  Linda 
Wood and Dee Cummins are the committee members.
 Sandy Watmore was honored with the Olive T. Ritchie Educational Office Professional of the Year Award at the 
NAEOP Conference this past summer.  In recognition of this award, NEOPA and UNOPA purchased a congratulatory gift 
for Sandy; a pearl necklace and earrings.  Becky sent a thank-you note to Herb Howe, on behalf of UNOPA for funds that 
supported UNOPA members’ attendance at the national conference.  Becky reported that affiliation paperwork is due to the 
National Association with membership dues of $25 for the organization and $.10 for each member based on membership 
on June 30, 2005.  UNL is assisting students unable to continue their college education because of Hurricane Katrina with 
resident-student tuition rate.  NAEOP has set up a way to donate funds that will support association members affected by 
Katrina also.  A message will be sent via the UNOPA Listserve, prior to the general meeting, explaining NAEOP’s hurricane 
fund opportunity as a way for members to donate to the victims.  The Fiscal year 2005-2006 programs and their locations 
were discussed and approved by the board.  Cards were sent to UNOPA members Anne Mulligan and retiree Donna 
McCarthy.  Marlene Pyatt purchased a Kodak digital camera for UNOPA to be used by the Corresponding Secretary to record 
various UNOPA events.  The total cost for the camera, batteries, and memory card was $273.89.  Gretchen Walker reported 
that the August 1, 2005 checking balance was $2,934.09, cost object balance of -$405.67, and CD balance of $3,021.92. 
Sandy Watmore discussed NEOPA’s Community Service Project which involved donating blood.  NEOPA is also conducting a 
clothing drive to assist low-income women who don’t have clothing they need as they try to enter or re-enter the workforce. 
The drive begins September 1 and ends October 15, 2005.  Diane Wasser reported that the UNOPA Web site update is 
almost complete.  Pat DeStefano reported that UNL catering has offered UNOPA several new menus this year.  Hospitality 
is still working on a location for the May general meeting.  Amy Stewart reported there have been 74 membership renewals 
received and membership cards should be mailed out around September 30th.  Chris Cary had checked with a graphic 
designer about updating the UNOPA logo.  A motion was approved to have the designer develop the new logo.  Carol Bom 
checked on the prices of new banners that will need to be made after the new logo has been designed.  Rhonda Zugmier 
reported the next deadline for UNOPA is September 15th, with distribution date for approximately October 3, 2005.  Rhonda 
will be entering the NAEOP award competition and would appreciate any suggestions for UNOPA Notes.  The meeting was 
adjourned at 4:40 p.m.  The next Board meeting will be October 4, 2005 at 3:00 at 1700 Y Street, Room 125A.
Good-bye, My Friends
Carol Bom, CEOE
For those of you I didn’t see at our last general meeting, I wanted to extend my good-byes. I have decided to leave the 
university and have accepted a position with the State of Nebraska in the Department of Education. By the time you receive 
this, I will have started my position there.
What I will miss most from UNL is you. For 19 years, you have been a great support system, a great group of caring people, 
and a great group of friends. I have served with many of you on the Board of Directors and on committees. We have 
planned events, planned surprises, and done a lot to enhance the university community. I am very proud of our group and 
of what we have accomplished in these past 40+ years. Our future looks very promising with your current leadership, and 
those I see taking on those roles in the future.
The good news is that since I’ll still be in the education field, I will be able to continue being President-elect for NEOPA, our 
state group, and still be involved at the national level with NAEOP. I know there used to be a group of office professionals 
that met at the Department of Education. Hopefully, I’ll be able to meet some of those new friends.
I will still look forward to seeing many of you at NEOPA and NAEOP functions. Now more than ever. I’ll still be an associate 
member with UNOPA, and stop in to see you at meetings now and then. I will look forward to continuing our network and 
our relationships. Until next time!
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Do you have news for UNOPA Notes? 
Send information you would like included in an upcoming 
issue of UNOPA Notes to Rhonda Zugmier, rzugmier1@unl.
edu by the deadlines noted below.
Issue Deadline Date
December 2005 November 15, 2005
January 2006 December 15, 2005
February 2006 January 16, 2006
March 2006 February 15, 2006
April 2006 March 15, 2006
May 2006 April 14, 2006
Treasurer’s Report
August 2005
Beginning checking balance August 1, 2005 $2,934.09
 Income:
  Interest       .64
  Outreach $232.00
 Total Income: $   232.64
 Expenses:
  President $  25.67
  Program $  50.00
  Outreach $388.11
  Miscellaneous $160.50
 Total Expenses: $624.28
Ending checking balance August 31, 2005 $2,542.45
Checking Balance $2,542.45
Cost Object Balance $ (405.67)
Ending Balance $2,136.78
CD  $3,053.42
Go UNOPA and 
GO BIG RED!
Show your Husker Spirit
while helping UNOPA
It is that time of year for Husker football which also means 
it is time for UNOPA members to help with UNOPA’s one 
and only fund-raiser, selling parking on Husker game 
days.  UNOPA covers the parking lot (located at 1820 R 
Street) from 6:30am until kick-off.  If you are interested in 
volunteering to help, please contact the individuals below. 
Their phone numbers can be found on Page 1.
 Oct. 8  Diane Wasser & Rhonda Zugmier
 Oct. 29 Gretchen Walker & Sandy Watmore
 Nov. 12 Donelle Moormeier & Valerie Egger
If you are attending the games and aren’t able to help, 
please consider parking in our lot.  This way you are 
helping support UNOPA.
UNOPA History in UNOPA Notes*
 Five Years Ago - (Vol. 39, No. 3)
Seven UNOPA Members attended the NEOPA (Nebraska 
Educational Office Professionals Association) Fall 
Conference in Omaha.
 Ten Years Ago - (Vol. 34, No. 3) 
UNOPA’s October general meeting was held at the 
Harper-Schramm-Smith Dining Room.  The program 
was an employee concerns panel consisting of office/
service representatives on UNL standing committees 
and ad hoc committees.  The representatives gave 
brief descriptions of their committee’s purpose and 
activities.
 Fifteen Years Ago - (Vol. 29, No. 3)
Dr. William Splinter was awarded the Boss of the Year 
Award.  Other Nominees were: Michele Cole, Assistant 
Director of Housing and James O’Hanlon, Dean of 
Teachers College.
 *(Information obtained from UNOPA Notes Vol. 39, No. 3, 
Vol 34, No 3. and Vol. 29, No. 3)
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Boss of the Year
By Barb Carley
Nominate your wonderful boss for the Floyd S. Oldt Boss of the Year award by Monday, October 
10, 2005!  
This award will be presented at the Annual Bosses Luncheon held on November 8th.  The 
recipient will receive a framed certificate, Associate Membership in UNOPA for the following year, 
and $500 cash award. 
Go to the UNOPA web site for directions http://www.unl.edu/unopa and click on “Annual Awards” 
then scroll to “Boss of the Year Award” or ask a committee member:
Jan Edwards  2-2097 Dee Cummins  2-9077 Marie Dvorak  2-4455 Linda Wood  2-9001
Elected Office Spotlight
Recording Secretary
 Over the next several months, UNOPA Notes will feature an article called “Elected Office Spotlight.”  This feature will 
publish the results of surveys returned by UNOPA Members who had served in one of the Elected Officer positions in the 
past.
 The focus of this information is to help current UNOPA members learn about the specific elected offices and to see 
that these individuals all had rewarding experiences and don’t regret saying Yes.    As you read this information, please ask 
yourself, “Is this something I could do and want to do?”  If you answer yes, please call the Nominating Chair, Chris Cary, 
472-5836 to have your name put on the ballot for the 2006 - 2007 UNOPA Elected Officers.
 The first survey was conducted for the position of Recording Secretary for UNOPA.
How did you grow professionally?  
• On the board, I got to know about 15 people that I didn’t know before, so my network of campus contacts grew 
wider. I had to pay close attention to what was said and done in meetings, therefore I became more knowledgeable, 
not only about UNOPA, but also about many campus issues.
• I grew in knowledge of the history of  UNOPA.  I took the time to read all of the past minutes of UNOPA board and 
general meetings, and it was a real learning experience. This was time consuming, but it helped me understand more 
about the organization and how and why certain decisions were made that impacted the membership during past 
years.
What do you treasure from your experience?
• Being part of history in the making.
• Skill-building and friendship.
Do you have anything else you would like to add that might help someone decide to run for this office?
• Being the recording secretary is a great way to learn more about all the UNOPA committees and offices. It’s probably 
the best way to get an overview and find out if you would like to be involved in something you haven’t done before. 
It’s a nice job to do if you’re busy with other things, because you can do it in small segments, one meeting at a time. 
You don’t have any long-term projects to manage.
•  If one has ambitions of being president of UNOPA down the road, this is the perfect job to begin your journey.
How much time per week did you spend on this position
•  Including attendance at two meetings per month, averaged about 1 hour per week.
•  I can’t remember.  The weeks you had the board meeting and general meeting - probably 6 hours (including 
meetings).
•  You had to attend board and general meetings to take the minutes and this involved approximately 2 hours per 
meeting each month. Getting the minutes prepared probably took a few hours.
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UNOPA General Meeting
East Campus Union
September 13, 2005
President Becky Hastings called the meeting to order at 12:00 noon with a welcome. New members and guests were 
recognized.
OFFICERS REPORTS
 President, Becky Hastings
The first item of business was to approve the May 2005 general meeting minutes which were published in the August 
issue of UNOPA Notes. After asking for any corrections, recording secretary, Valerie Egger, noted two changes: 
1) The spelling of Shirley Horstman’s name was corrected under Professional Growth/PSP
2) Also under Professional Growth/PSP, the following change will be made: 
Was: “Mary [Guest] and Gretchen [Walker] will also be recognized at the upcoming national convention which they may 
choose to attend.”
Correction: “Mary and Gretchen will be recognized at any future national convention that they choose to attend.”
Becky noted an additional correction regarding the 2006 NEOPA conference that UNOPA will be hosting: that conference 
will be the 2006 SPRING conference.
Becky stated that the minutes would stand approved as corrected.
Treasurer, Gretchen Walker
Gretchen reported that the beginning checking balance on July 1, 2005 was $2,933.39.  Income was $233.34; expenses 
$624.28. This leaves an ending checking balance August 31, 2005 of $2,542.45. The cost object balance is -$405.67. 
The CD balance is $3,053.42
Corresponding Secretary, Marlene Pyatt
Becky noted that Marlene is the one who sends cards to UNOPA members. Marlene is now the one who needs a card 
sent to her as she has a broken leg. Becky will take care of sending a card.
STANDING REPORTS
Awards, Jan Edwards
Jan noted that the Boss of the Year award will be presented at the November 8 general meeting. Guidelines regarding 
who is eligible and how to make a nomination are on the UNOPA Web site. Nominations are due October 10.
Due to unexpected changes that are placing great demands on her time and energy, Jan feels she can no longer give 
the Awards Committee the time it needs and is looking for a volunteer to step forward and assume the role of director 
of the Awards Committee. If you are interested or can make a recommendation, please contact Jan or Becky Hastings.
Bradley Munn Professional Growth Fund, Sandy Watmore
One of UNOPA’s prime objectives is to promote professional development for its members. These opportunities frequently 
result in personal expenses (e.g. registration fees, lodging, class fees and books, PSP certification fees). If you are a 
member of UNOPA and have not been reimbursed by the Bradley Munn Professional Growth Fund in the past two years, 
you can apply for reimbursement of up to $100. Information for applying for a reimbursement is on the UNOPA Web site 
and/or reimbursement forms are available by contacting Sandy. The next deadline is October 15.
Along those lines, the foundation that reimbursements are paid from is in constant need of replenishment. One way 
UNOPA members can contribute is through an automatic payroll deduction. A commonly deducted amount is $.50 per bi-
weekly pay period. If you are interested in supporting the fund, contribution forms are available by contacting Sandy. 
  (Continued on Page 8)
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Employee Concerns, Lola Young
Pat Hust and Tonda Humphress are co-directors of the Employee Concerns Committee and invited Lola Young to speak 
about NU Fringe Benefits. 
Lola is on the U-Wide Fringe Benefits committee. NU President J. B. Milliken has asked that the committee meet more 
frequently as he is interested in the opinions and feedback from faculty and staff. They will meet later this week. 
Please feel free to contact Lola about any concerns you have and she will be happy to submit items for the agenda. 
Lola explained that the University of Nebraska system is self-insured. All insurance premiums are deposited into a trust 
fund from which claims are paid.  Blue Cross is paid to administer the fund.  This has proven to be a very cost effective 
method of providing insurance. She also noted that aging Baby Boomers will tax the current system as health costs, 
particularly prescriptions, are rapidly rising.
Outreach, Mari Greer
Mari reported on the summer social. It was held July 28, 2005 at Champions Fun Center with 29 members registering. 
A good time was had by all. 
Mari and her committee heard many members say they could not get off work for a daytime event, so the Champion’s 
social was scheduled in the evening. Registrations of $8.00 each totaled $232.00. Expenses totaled $388.11 and 
consisted of meals at $289.71 and miniature golf at $98.40. The balance of $156.11 will be paid from the UNOPA 
general fund.
Mentoring, Mary Guest and Beth Krohn, co-directors
Beth introduced Dr. Tom Workman from Student Involvement who spoke about the upcoming UNOPA Mentoring 
brownbag series.
Dr. Workman noted that mentoring should be an informal sharing of information and wisdom. Frequently we have let it 
become to rigid and formal. As an example, we each probably experienced some informal mentoring at our tables during 
the luncheon, taking away some nugget of information that we did not come with.
The mentoring brownbag sessions will provide an informal opportunity to share UNL wisdom while learning about 
different services and departments on campus. He invited everyone to attend the kick-off brownbag Tuesday, September 
27, noon – 1:00, at the Nebraska Union on City Campus. Panelists will be: Deb Mullen, Vicki Highstreet, Nancy Myers, 
and Tom Workman.
        
Membership, Amy Stewart
Amy reported that so far she had received 89 membership fees (renewals and new). She is designing a system whereby 
members will receive an email notifying them that their membership fee has been received. However, she is experiencing 
some frustrations with the Listserv. Please be patient as the problems are resolved.
NAEOP/NEOPA Coordinator, Carol Bom
NEOPA is partnering with the YWCA in conducting a clothing drive to assist low-income women who don’t have the 
clothing they need for interviews, etc. as they try to enter or re-enter the workforce. The drive begins September 1 and 
ends with the October 15 Fall NEOPA Workshop in Omaha. Contact Carol if you are interested in donating and would 
like to arrange for a pick-up.
     
NEOPA is sponsoring a fall workshop near Omaha. This is a workshop, not a conference, and will include tips and tricks 
about Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel as well as a sentence savvy workshop with grammar and writing tips. The cost 
is modest, $35 for NEOPA members (non-members $50). The cost includes a continental breakfast and lunch.
Carol also announced that she would be leaving UNL in the very near future. Best wishes to you on your new venture, 
Carol.
OLD BUSINESS
 As this is the first meeting of the 2005-06 year, there is no old business.
   (Continued on Page 9)
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NEW BUSINESS
Becky has a correction to the President’s Corner which appeared in the August UNOPA Notes: Carol Bom will be 
installed as 2006 president [not president-elect as reported] of NEOPA at the spring NEOPA conference.
The next deadline for UNOPA Notes is Thursday, September 15. Please get your information to Rhonda Zugmier 
by this date. If you can’t have it to her by then, contact her directly to make other arrangements.
A fund has been set up through NAEOP for those NAEOP members affected by Hurricane Katrina. If you want to 
contribute but didn’t have a chance to do so today, you may send contributions to Gretchen Walker. She will be 
accepting contributions until the 16th of September. More information can be found on the NAEOP website.
Sandy Watmore received the Olive T. Ritchie Educational Office Professional of the Year award at the National 
Conference in Tucson, Arizona this past July. Sandy was presented with a pearl pendant on a gold chain and a 
pair of pearl earrings from UNOPA and NEOPA in Tucson. President Hastings read a Thank You note received from 
Sandy to the Membership.
Other awards received at the National Conference in Tucson this past July were:
1) UNOPA Notes received the Rachel Maynard Award for Excellence in Communication, First Place–Local 
Newsletter Category 2. Barbara L’Heureux was the 2004-05 editor.
2) Diane Wasser is the Communications Technology director and accepted the award for second place for the 
UNOPA Web site at the national conference.
3) NEOPA NEON – newsletter for the state organization received third place. The editor was Carol Bom.
Becky explained that there are problems filling the time slots for individuals to work the football parking lot. There 
have been some no shows, slots not filled, husbands working one and two shifts, and UNOPA members working 
two and three shifts. One member even worked a shift alone. So, a few people brainstormed and came up with 
the following idea of trying to get people to sign up to work. For each two-hour shift any individual works at the 
parking lot (members and non-members), their name will be put in for a drawing to be held in December. The 
prize will be a $50.00 gift card to Wal-Mart. Those who worked the first two games would have their name put into 
the drawing also. While some members felt they could work fine alone, the contract that UNOPA signs stipulates 
that a minimum of two people must be working at all time for security purposes. Several members came forward 
and stated how much fun they have working the parking lot and encouraged others to give it a try. 
UNOPA is the last organization managing a parking lot for football games. UNL Parking would like to have it back. 
If we give it up, we won’t get it back. Last year’s proceeds netted UNOPA over $4,000. UNOPA receives $4.00 
out of every $10.00 parking fee. These funds cannot easily be replaced by other means such as raffles and pie 
sales. 
Becky introduced Roshan Pajnigar, Director of Compensation and Employment, UNL Human Resources, who spoke 
briefly about NU Values. Roshen explained that NU Values is a new compensation system that is being put into 
effect now. IANR will be completely moved to NU Values by October 1, 2005. Others will follow very soon after. NU 
Values will give office/service positions a broad band of salary ranges. Current working titles will be retained. Pay 
will not decrease. If need be, pay may increase to bring it in line with like positions. When applying for positions 
on campus, there may be a pay range offered, such as $12.00-$14.00. There will no longer be an automatic10% 
increase when current UNL employees assume a new position in a higher pay scale. Applicants need to take 
responsibility for negotiating their salary. More information is available on the NU Values Web page. 
Hospitality, Pat DeStefano and Susan Thomas
The committee decorated in a beach theme. The recipient for the 50/50 drawing was Mary Klucas. Beach towel 
centerpieces were given to the one person at each table who had a blue mint. Beach-themed gift bags were given 
to those holding a unique playing card (e.g. Queen of clubs). The cards were handed out earlier when members 
first arrived. 
  (Continued on Page 10)
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University of Nebraska-Lincoln
UNOPA Notes
PO Box 880541
Lincoln, NE 68588-0541
Rhonda Zugmier, Editor
Circulation 200
Address Corrections to:
Amy Stewart, Membership Director
200 Nebraska Union
Lincoln, NE 68588-0452
Education is the birthright of every person.  We as members of the University of Nebraska Office Professionals 
Association pledge ourselves to safeguard that right.  We acknowledge the unique role of educational office 
professional and the importance of their contributions to the university and the community.  The purpose of UNOPA 
is to provide professional growth and promote high professional standards for education office professionals with 
the University of Nebraska, as partners upholding the quality of service to the university educational system and 
the community.
Program, Donelle Moormeier
President elect, Donelle Moormeier, introduced the speaker, Diane Sullivan. Diane is a long time UNL employee who 
works for INTSORMIL and also owns a small business, The Organization Station. Diane showed us how, and why, our 
homes and offices should be better organized and shared a few tips with everyone. A few bits of her wisdom: 
• “Clutter is a deferred decision.” How true! 
• Mirror hard files, computer files and email files so items of important are saved in the same folders regardless of 
location. 
• Ask, “Where can I find it?” Not, “Where can I file it.” 
Much to everyone’s regret, time was running short and Diane gave a briefer presentation than planned. We all agreed 
we could benefit from a lengthier presentation if there would be a future opportunity.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:05.
Respectfully submitted,
Valerie Egger
(Minutes printed as submitted)
Calendar
           of
                 Events
October 11 UNOPA General Meeting
October 15 Fall NEOPA Workshop in Omaha
October 31 Membership Dues Deadline
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Mentoring (Co-Directors),
 Mary Guest, 472-3755, mguest2@unl.edu
 Beth Krohn, 472-8140, mkrohn1@unl.edu
 
NAEOP/NEOPA Coordinator, Lola Young
lyoung5@unl.edu 472-1047
Nominating,  Christine Cary
ccary2@unl.edu 472-5836
Outreach (Co-Directors),
  Barb Andersen, 472-8687, bandersen1@unl.edu
 Mari Greer, 472-3554, mgreer1@unl.edu
Professional Growth (Co-Directors),
 Judy Anderson, 472-7021, janderson5@unl.edu
 Mary Guest, 472-3755, mguest2@unl.edu
Program,  Donelle Moormeier
dmoormeier1@unl.edu 472-2069
UNOPA Notes, Rhonda Zugmier
rzugmier1@unl.edu 472-7907
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President’s Corner
“Keep The Candle Burning”
UNOPA Notes
 It’s hard to believe that summer is over and fall is here – which means 
the holidays are right around the corner (have you started your Christmas 
shopping yet?!?).
 As you know, the organization that I have chosen this year for our 
50/50 proceeds is Camp COHOLO (Courage, Hope, & Love).  I was able to 
read a very touching letter that John and Wendy Lohmeier (John works with 
me in the Inventory Department) wrote about their oldest daughter Tiffany, 
who actually benefi ted from the camp.  As John and Wendy said in their 
letter – “Camp COHOLO touched the Lohmeier’s lives more than anyone will 
know.  We thank UNOPA for your donation to such a great cause.”  I want 
to thank those of you that have purchased 50/50 tickets the last couple of 
meetings and thank you in advance to those that will purchase 50/50 tickets 
at the future meetings.  As the Lohmeier’s said in their letter, the money that 
we will be donating to Camp COHOLO at the end of this year will defi nitely 
be going to a great cause.
 By the time that you receive your UNOPA Notes, there will be only one 
home football game left.  Please contact Donelle Moormeier or Valerie Egger 
to see if they still need volunteers to fi ll time slots for this game.  Remember 
– for each two hour time slot you volunteer and work, your name will be put 
into a drawing for a $50.00 gift card from Wal-Mart.  I appreciate all those 
UNOPAns and their families that worked the parking lot this year!
 Don’t forget that the next general meeting will be November 8, 2005 
at the Champions Club.  At this lunch we will be presenting the Boss of the 
Year Award.  I hope to see you all there along with your boss!
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UNOPA Mentoring Workshop
by Mary Guest, Co-Director, Mentoring
The first UNOPA Mentoring workshop was held on Tuesday, September 27, with 30 people in attendance. 
The workshop, “Seeking Wisdom, Sharing Wisdom:  The Power of Mentoring,” was presented by 
panelists Vicki Highstreet, Nancy Myers, Deb Mullen, and Tom Workman. All the speakers were very 
enthusiastic about the mentoring process, and got our mentoring series off to a great start. Mentoring 
occurs in informal and formal settings, and it occurs many times over the course of a day.
Nancy Myers distributed a handout titled, “Deepening Your Relationships and Connection at Work,” (partially adapted 
from Wall, Bob, “Working with Relationships,” 1999) that detailed the following points:
1. Become more approachable—do you look friendly and approachable?
2. Reach out to others—make a commitment to approach people who you would like to get to know.
3. If you have problems starting conversations with people who you don’t know well, here are some ideas:
 --Ask about their job histories and how they got to where they are today
 --Ask about outside interests and their family
 --Ask about where they were raised
 --Ask them to share information about a topic which interests you
4. Personal Development and Action Planning
--Identify one year, two year, and five year career or personal goals. Define the steps necessary to reach your 
goals.
--Do you need to broaden job experiences? Identify appropriate strategies with your supervisor to expand your 
job without being overworked.
5. Explore opportunities within UNOPA and other professional organizations
 --Sit next to a new person at every UNOPA meeting and talk to them
--Think about someone who has been successful and ask them if they would be willing to share with you what 
they did to get where they are.
Overall, this was a very informative workshop, and people left with the feeling that their time was well spent!
November 29th Mentoring 
Brownbag
by Mary Guest, Co-Director, Mentoring
The topic for the November 29 Mentoring Brownbag 
will be:  Stepping Up the Ladder:  How I Advanced 
My Career at UNL. This brownbag session will be 
held in the Nebraska City Union, 12:00 noon to 1:00 
p.m., room will be posted. Watch your mail for the 
flyer in early November for the list of panelists.
Please plan to attend!!! Contact Beth Krohn 
(mkrohn1@unl.edu) or Mary Guest (mguest2@unl.
edu) if you have questions or if you plan to 
attend.
Bradley Munn Professional Growth Fund
by Sandy Watmore, Director
We are constantly looking for ways to replenish the Bradley Munn 
Professional Growth Fund and are in the process of completing plans 
for a mini raffle with all proceeds going to this fund. Also, another 
easy way EVERY UNOPA MEMBER can help with this project and can 
claim partial ownership in this fund, is to give a small amount per 
paycheck through an automatic withdrawal directly to this fund! If 
EVERY UNOPA MEMBER GAVE what one cup of coffee or one bottle 
of soda costs just twice a month (per bimonthly paycheck deduction), 
we would earn over $5000 for this fund each year! This is one way 
we all can help assure these funds continue to be available for future 
applicants. My first goal is to have 100% giving participation from 
the current UNOPA board. My second goal is to double the overall 
percentage of members who give! Please consider giving whatever 
you can (maybe just $1, 50¢, or 25¢ per paycheck) to this fund. (If 
you’d rather, you can make a “One-Time-Donation” to this fund). 
Either way you would know you are partially responsible for UNOPA 
having this fund to help our members in their Professional Growth 
endeavors! Contact Sandy Watmore for donation forms and/or for 
more information @2-1066.
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Treasurer’s Report
September 2005
Beginning checking balance September 1, 2005     $2,542.45
 Income:  Expenses: 
   Hospitality $430.00  Corr. Secretary $284.90
   Membership $685.00  President Elect $  45.00
   Ways & Means $  30.00  Ways & Means $    3.19
   50/50 $  35.00
   Miscellaneous $  50.00
   Interest $      .65
   Total Income: $1,230.65  Total Expenses: $ 333.09
Ending checking balance September 30, 2005     $3,440.01
Checking Balance      $3,440.01
Cost Object Balance      $ (896.06)
         $2,543.95
CD          $3,053.42 
UNOPA PROPOSED GENERAL BUDGET
2005-06
Officer or Committee Projected Expense Projected Income Profit or Cost
President   530.00    (530.00)
President-elect   430.00    (430.00)
Recording Secretary  16.00    (16.00)
Corresponding Secretary  762.00    (762.00)
Treasurer   75.00    (75.00)
Awards   3,950.00  3,350.00  (600.00)
Communication Technology  20.00    (20.00)
Employee Concerns   50.00    (50.00)
Hospitality   525.00    (525.00)
Membership   135.00  1,413.00  1,278.00 
Mentoring  120.00    (120.00)
Miscellaneous (Special Projects)  600.00    (600.00)
NEOPA/NAEOP Liaison   25.00    (25.00)
Nominating  85.00    (85.00)
Outreach   390.00  232.00  (158.00)
Professional Growth  250.00    (250.00)
Program  300.00    (300.00)
UNOPA Notes   650.00    (650.00)
Ways & Means  25.00  4,763.00  4,738.00 
Total Expenses  8,938.00  
Total Income    9,758.00 
Profit/Cost      820.00 
   
UNOPA CD      $3,053.42   
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October Executive Board Meeting
by Donelle Moormeier, President-elect
The October board meeting was held on October 4, 2005 at 3:00 p.m. at 1700 Y Street.  Minutes from the September 
meeting were approved as revised.
President, Becky Hastings reported that there had been $50 of contributions from the UNOPA membership for the Hurricane 
Katrina victims.  A motion was made and carried that UNOPA would make a matching contribution of $50.00 from the 
general fund. There was discussion on the officer and committee budgets and after some revisions the budget was 
approved to be presented to the October General Membership Meeting.  The logo has been changed to reflect UNOPA’s 
name change from University Office Personnel Association to University Office Professionals Association. Becky has a supply 
of old stationary and requested that it be used up before using any with the new logo.  UNOPA will still need a new banner. 
Sandy Watmore will take on this project and get more information. Becky and Russell Bartholow met with Herb Howe on 
September 13. UNL administration wants UNOPA members to focus on student recruitment. Administration is also in the 
process of writing a Request for Proposals (RFP) to operate a child care facility in the Whittier North Building. Marlene Pyatt, 
contacted Fresh Start Home for the holiday Giving Tree. She also contacted St. Monica’s but is waiting for a call back. It was 
suggested that the Lincoln City Mission might also be a Giving Tree possibility. Treasurer Gretchen Walker reported that the 
beginning checking balance on September 1, 2005 was $2,542.45 Income was $1,230.65, and expenses were $333.09. 
The ending checking balance at $3,440.01. The cost object balance is -$896.06 and the CD balance is $3,053.42.  To date, 
Jan Edwards has received no nominations for the Boss of the Year Award and does not have judges. Sandy Watmore is 
looking for contributions from the board members for the Bradley Munn Fund, #2484 which can be done through payroll 
withdrawal. No one has applied yet for the $100 reimbursement; applications are due October 15. The donation forms used 
for the CD #2482 fund need to be reprinted. The cost of the reprint will come from the general budget.  Diane Wasser is 
working on changing the Web site to reflect UNOPA’s change in name from “personnel” to “professionals.” The UN logo is 
now on the Web site in compliance of the new graphics standards UNL is implementing. Pat Hust reported that a member 
of the Employee Concerns committee will be speaking at each of the general meetings.  A motion to allow the Professional 
Growth committee to sell holiday wares at the November, December, March and April meetings was carried.  Amy Stewart, 
Membership Director hopes to have membership cards out within a week or so.  A motion was made and carried to destroy 
the ballots from last year’s bylaws vote. The first UNOPA mentoring Brownbag was held on Tuesday, September 27th 
with thirty people attending. The next Brownbag will be Tuesday, October 25th with the topic “Surviving UNL Resources/
Software.”  Lola Young reminded us of the NEOPA clothing drive and the NEOPA workshop coming up on October 15,2005. 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:30.  The next Board meeting will be November 1, 2005 at East Campus Union.  President 
Hastings will be on military duty from October 18 through November 5 therefore President-elect, Donelle Moormeier will 
preside at the November board meeting.
DID YOU KNOW AS A MEMBER OF 
UNOPA YOU CAN APPLY FOR UP TO 
$100 REIMBURSEMENT FOR YOUR 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH ACTIVITIES?
The first  deadline for application has expired (October 15, 
2005) but you still have plenty of time to meet the next 
application deadline of January 15, 2006 (or the third deadline 
of April 15, 2006). To qualify for a reimbursement from the 
Bradley Munn Professional Growth Fund, you (1) need to be 
a member of UNOPA, (2) have never before received such 
a reimbursement or received your last one at least 2 years 
ago, AND (3) have completed/passed a class, attended a 
workshop, or applied for a PSP certificate. Contact the 
Bradley Munn Professional Growth Director, Sandy Watmore 
@472-1066 for application information. Can you afford to 
pass up this $100 opportunity?
Member Concerns
by Marlene Pyatt, Corresponding Secretary
Let me know of any members who need a card sent to 
them.  Be sure to include their home address with your 
email. This can be for sickness, death in family, thinking of 
you, congratulations, etc.  I personally know as I received 
one last month from UNOPA that they really can make 
someone’s day a little brighter.
Cards that I sent out this last month were to:
Rose Frolik - Thinking of you card
Donna McCarthy - death of her brother-in-law
Donette Petersen - death of her mother-in-law
Doreen Wagenaar - death of her father
Leslie Brooks - get well card as she was in the hospital
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Do you have news for UNOPA Notes? 
Send information you would like included in an upcoming 
issue of UNOPA Notes to Rhonda Zugmier, rzugmier1@unl.
edu by the deadlines noted below.
Issue Deadline Date
December 2005 November 15, 2005
January 2006 December 15, 2005
Go UNOPA and 
GO BIG RED!
Last Call!!!!
Show your Husker Spirit
while helping UNOPA
We have one remaining game left to sell parking for 
UNOPA’s only fund raiser.  If you haven’t already helped 
sell parking at the Parking lot this year, please consider 
helping at the last one on November 12th.  Please contact 
Donelle Moormeier and Valerie Egger to volunteer to help 
them out.  (Their phone numbers are listed on page 
one).
UNOPA covers the parking lot (located at 1820 R Street) 
from 6:30am until kick-off.  
Remember:  It is important that all members do their 
share in helping out.  If you are attending the games and 
aren’t able to help, please consider parking in our lot. 
This way you are helping support UNOPA.
UNOPA History in UNOPA Notes*
 Five Years Ago - (Vol. 39, No. 4)
Ken Holm, Director of Printing & Copy Services was the 
recipient of the 2000 Boss of the Year Award.
UNOPA & UAAD Presidents were invited to attend 
monthly meetings with Herb Howe, Assistant to the 
Chancellor.
 Ten Years Ago - (Vol. 34, No. 4) 
Membership as of 11-14-95
 Renewals 174
 New Members 27
Honorary Members 18
Free Membership 4
 TOTAL: 223
 Fifteen Years Ago - (Vol. 29, No. 4)
Kathy Ryan made the motion that “UNOPA supports 
the Drafting of a proposal to establish a C-Line Sick 
Leave Bank.”  Second by Janet Holtzhauser.  Motion 
carried.
 *(Information obtained from UNOPA Notes Vol. 39, No. 4, 
Vol 34, No 4. and Vol. 29, No. 4)
 Boss of the Year Award
 November 8th General Meeting
 by Barb Carley
This year’s Floyd S. Oldt Boss of the Year award will be presented 
to one of five nominees at the November 8th general meeting. 
This would be a GREAT time to bring your boss and enjoy the 
atmosphere of Champions Club, the fine dining experience 
of food catered by Chances R restaurant and mingle among 
co-workers from both campuses.  Janice Driesbach, Director, 
Sheldon Art Gallery, will have a presentation and commentary 
of their collection.  Invite your boss today and get it on the 
calendar!
HOLIDAY GIVING TREE 
by Marlene Pyatt - Corresponding Secretary
 This year UNOPA is going to again support St. Monica’s 
and the Fresh Start Home.
 St. Monica’s offer substance abuse & mental health 
services specifically to adolescent girls, women & their children. 
They offer short-term residential, day treatment or intensive 
outpatient setting.  One of their programs is moving to a new 
location and will be needing kitchen supplies.  They will also 
provide us with a list of items that can be used in several 
areas.
 Fresh Start Home’s mission is to ensure the provision 
of services to women who experience barriers in their lives and 
to assist restoration of these women to the community.  This is 
a transitional housing program for women who are homeless. 
They will provide us a list of names with their specific requests. 
Watch for specific details coming soon and the giving tree will 
be up at the November general meeting.
THANK YOU NOTE
Just a note of thanks to everyone for the cards, emails, 
phone calls, and flowers that I received after having surgery 
for my broken leg.  They were great pick-me-ups while I was 
struggling to get around on crutches.  Your thoughtfulness is 
greatly appreciated.
Marlene Pyatt
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Happy 100th Birthday!!
Marie Cripe, one of the original members of UNOPA, will be celebrating her 100th birthday on November 26, 2005.  She was 
Department Secretary in the Women’s Physical Education Department under Mabel Lee, Dudley Ashton and Madge Phillips.  Marie 
listed her beginning year with UNOPA as “When UNOPA began”.  
 
Marie now lives with her daughter at 1501 Oakhill Drive, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73127 but is still a big Husker fan!  She is a 
1927 graduate of the University of Nebraska and was also a charter member of Tassels. 
(Information submitted by Mary Cripe Oltjenbruns, Marie’s  daughter).
Marie playing piano - August 2005 This picture was taken in her office in the 
Women’s Physical Education Department 
in 1974
Marie was being honored at the Women’s Physical 
Education Senior Banquet in 1974.  She was retiring 
as Department Secretary, having started in February 
1949 and retiring in 1974.
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Elected Office Spotlight
Treasurer
 Last month the elected position of Recording Secretary was the office featured in the Elected Office Spotlight.  This 
month, the focus will be on the Treasurer position.  The information below is the result of surveys returned by UNOPA 
Members who have served as UNOPA’s Treasurer.
 The focus of this information is to help current UNOPA members learn about the specific elected offices and to see 
that these individuals all had rewarding experiences and don’t regret saying Yes.    As you read this information, please ask 
yourself, “Is this something I could do and want to do?”  If you answer yes, please call the Nominating Chair, Chris Cary, 
472-5836 to have your name put on the ballot for the 2006 - 2007 UNOPA Elected Officers.
How did you grow professionally?  
• I prepared guidelines with each activity that was performed, I believe they are still being used today in an updated 
version and I also learned how an organization operates.
• Getting more organized.
• I had the opportunity to be part of the UNOPA board and consequently be part of the decision making process on 
what direction UNOPA was going, and what we as a group wanted to support or not.
• Understanding more how UNOPA works and networking.
What do you treasure from your experience?
• The relationships made with other peers.
• The kindness of all who helped me.
• The wonderful friendships that resulted from working with UNOPA members.
• Getting to know so many wonderful people in UNOPA.
Do you have anything else you would like to add that might help someone decide to run for this office?
• It’s an enjoyable and rewarding experience.  
• Being an officer or a committee chairperson is a great way to make new and lasting friendships.  You can also learn 
or polish your leadership skills.
• It really was a fun and interesting experience.  The people that you work with is what really makes this experience 
great.
How much time per week did you spend on this position
• 2 - 3 hours on average.
• 3 hours
• I did not keep track.  However, there was not a big time commitment once I had set up the form I wanted to use for 
reporting.
• Maybe an hour but some weeks it could be more.
What was your biggest fear going into your office?
• What needs to be done? Will I miss something?
• Standing up in front of people to give the report every month.
• Being in front of everyone at the meetings.
 (Note:  When asked if their fear was realistic, all answered No.)
On a scale of 1 - 10 (10 being the highest) how would you rate your experience?
• 10
•  8
• 10
•  9
 If you are interested in running for this office, please contact Chris Cary at .  If you would like to talk to someone 
who as served as UNOPA’s Treasurer, please contact Rhonda Zugmier at 2-7907 for names and phone numbers of past 
Treasurers who wold be more than happy to talk to you about being UNOPA’s Treasurer.
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UNOPA General Meeting
October 11, 2005, 11:45 A.M.
East Campus Union
CALL TO ORDER:  President Becky Hastings welcomed everyone at 11:57. She recognized those members who were new 
since the September general meeting as well as guests.
OFFICERS’ REPORTS
Recording Secretary: Becky Hastings noted that the minutes from the September general meeting needed to be approved and 
asked for any corrections or amendments. As none were offered, the minutes stand approved as printed in the October UNOPA 
Notes.
Corresponding Secretary: Marlene Pyatt
Marlene announced that donations to the Holiday Giving Tree would once again go to St. Monica’s and Fresh Start Home. Both 
were thrilled with UNOPA’s response to their needs last year and are excited to be part of our holiday giving once again. Marlene 
discussed the goals and mission of each. As part of St. Monica’s is moving to a new building, they will especially need kitchen 
items. Fresh Start will provide Marlene with some names of women using their services and their specific needs. These names 
will be on the Giving Tree at the November general meeting.
Treasurer:  Gretchen Walker
Gretchen noted that copies of the 2005-06 budget were on the table and that the budget needs to be approved. She requested 
that members take a few minutes to look over the budget and then opened up the floor for questions. One member asked why 
the Bradley Munn Professional Development Funds was not included in the budget. Sandy Watmore replied that what is used by 
the funds depends on the monies coming in to the fund, and that she would discuss it further in her report. Barb Carley moved 
that the 2005-06 be approved as printed. Tricia Liedle seconded the motion. Motion carried.
The beginning checking balance on September 1, 2005 was $2542.45. Income was $1230.65 and expenses were $ 333.09. 
That leaves the ending checking balance at $3,440.01with -$896.06 in the cost object. The CD balance is $3053.42
STANDING COMMITTEES
Awards, Jan Edwards
Five nominations have been received for the Boss of the Year Award. The award will be presented at the November 8, 2005 
general meeting to be held at the Champion’s Club. The nominations will go the judges this week. Jan encouraged all members 
to invite their bosses to the luncheon. Not only could you have an enjoyable lunch with your boss, but the experience might 
help them get a better understanding of UNOPA.
Bradley Munn Professional Growth Funds, Sandy Watmore
The next deadline for applying for professional growth reimbursements is Saturday, October 15. Sandy has the applications 
with her. Sandy adds to the fund in a variety of ways. One way that UNOPA members can add to the fund is through payroll 
deductions. Even $.25 per pay check can make a difference. If interested, contact Sandy for the payroll deduction form. To 
also help increase the fund, there will be a mini-raffle for a stained-glass sun catcher made of amber and brown glass. The sun 
catcher was donated by UNOPA member Cathy Leazer. Sandy will have more information on the raffle in the near future.
Spring NEOPA Conference: Diane Wasser and Sandy Watmore
Diane and Sandy reminded members that UNOPA will sponsor the Spring Nebraska Educational Office Professionals Association 
(NEOPA) Conference which will be held March 30-April 1, 2006. They invited members to help out by serving on a conference 
committee (e.g. program, hospitality, registration). The committees will be organized soon. The conference theme is: Daffodils, 
Daisies and Dandelions. It will explore the differences and similarities between educational office professionals across the 
state.
(Continued on page 9)
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Employee Concerns: Judy Anderson 
The Employee Concerns Committee felt it would be helpful for UNOPA members to hear from individual committee 
members about their roles as members of various campus employee concerns committees. Members of these campus 
committees are also members of the UNOPA Employee Concerns Committee. 
Today, Judy Anderson is the first member of the UNOPA Employee Concerns Committee to speak to the UNOPA membership. 
Judy is a member of the UNL Parking Appeals Committee. The committee meets monthly to review appeals and is 
comprised of three members each from: UNOPA, UAAD, and the Faculty Senate. If you dispute a parking ticket, your 
appeal goes to the Parking Appeals Committee. It is more effective if you personally show-up to discuss your appeal rather 
than simply relying on a written appeal. They average twenty appeals a month for faculty and staff. Student appeals are 
heard by a student parking appeals committee. The other UNOPA members on the Parking Appeals Committee are:  Deb 
Hendricks and Linda Thelen.
Outreach:  Mari Greer
The Strides Against Breast Cancer Walk will be October 30. It begins at 1:00 with registration at 12:00. Pre-registration is 
not necessary. Brochures are on the tables if you are interested in participating. There is no minimum contribution. Right 
now, about ten people are signed up for the UNL team. Contact Mari for further details or to sign up. Mari also has t-shirts 
for $12 each. One member also noted that Office Depot carries Making Strides sticky notes.
UNOPA Notes, Becky Hastings
Becky spoke on behalf of Rhonda Zugmier reminding everyone that the next deadline for UNOPA Notes is October 14 (for 
the November issue)
OLD BUSINESS
Becky Hastings gave us a brief football parking update. As discussed at the September general meeting, the names of 
parking lot volunteers will be added to a drawing for a $50 Wal-Mart gift certificate. Karen Randall contacted Becky after 
the September general meeting to let her know that Wal-Mart would possibly donate the gift card to UNOPA. The required 
forms have been filled out requesting the donation of a gift card and will be submitted to Wal-Mart. Volunteers are still 
needed for the October 29 and November 12 games. Please see the co-chairs for those days, or sign-up as you leave 
today. Co-chairs are: October 29, Sandy Watmore and Gretchen Walker; November 12, Donelle Moormeier and Valerie 
Egger.
This year’s 50/50 contributions will be donated to Camp COHOLO which stands for Courage, Hope and Love. The camp 
is for children diagnosed with cancer. It is an opportunity for them to spend a week with children in similar situations in a 
camp environment. To help UNOPA members better understand what this camp is all about, Becky read a letter from her 
colleague, John Lohmeier, about his daughter’s experience with leukemia and Camp COHOLO. In brief, John’s daughter 
Tiffany was three years old when she was diagnosed with acute lymphoblast leukemia. During her years of treatment, she 
attended Camp COHOLO from age five through seventeen. During the one-week camp experience, she and other children 
were “normal” kids. They smiled and laughed—something that was rare during their normal routines. They were supported 
at camp by a host of health care providers operating a well organized system for dispensing on-going treatments and 
medications. One of the difficulties of returning to camp each year was knowing that there would be faces missing from 
the prior year. Tiffany was one of the more fortunate participants of Camp COHOLO. She is now a healthy, married, very 
involved, 21-year old who is also a Camp COHOLO counselor.
NEW BUSINESS
UNOPA members are invited to attend a UAAD professional development program on Wednesday, Oct. 12, from 12:30 to 
2:30 p.m. in the East Campus Union. As an update to the email she sent out earlier, Becky explained that UNOPA members 
can attend for free. The program, Proactive with Self, looks at ways to become more proactive in the workplace. It will be 
led by Suzanne Drew, director of Staff Development.
Becky received a thank-you card from Donna McCarthy for the sympathy card received from UNOPA after the passing of 
Tom Miner Holland.
Hospitality:  Pat DeStefano and Susan Thomas
Susan briefly reminded members that late meeting registrations make it very difficult to plan the luncheon meeting. For 
the October meeting, 40% of the registrations were received late.
(Continued on Page 10)
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University of Nebraska-Lincoln
UNOPA Notes
PO Box 880541
Lincoln, NE 68588-0541
Rhonda Zugmier, Editor
Circulation 200
Address Corrections to:
Amy Stewart, Membership Director
200 Nebraska Union
Lincoln, NE 68588-0452
Education is the birthright of every person.  We as members of the University of Nebraska Office Professionals 
Association pledge ourselves to safeguard that right.  We acknowledge the unique role of educational office 
professional and the importance of their contributions to the university and the community.  The purpose of UNOPA 
is to provide professional growth and promote high professional standards for education office professionals with 
the University of Nebraska, as partners upholding the quality of service to the university educational system and 
the community.
The 50/50 drawing collected $57.00. Half of that amount, $28.50 was won by Karen Shriner. The lovely wine-theme centerpieces 
were given to the first person at each table who found nail clippers. (If only I had brought my purse!) 
Door prizes donated by today’s speaker, Jim Ballard of James Arthur Vineyards, were won by JoAnn Barry, Belva Harris (a guest) and 
Jan Sammet. Door prizes provided by the Hospitality Committee were won by Gretchen Walker, Lois Erickson, Marcy Tintera, Linda 
Thelen and Sandy Jones. Congratulations, ladies!
PROGRAM:
Donelle Moormeier introduced today’s speaker, Jim Ballard, from James Arthur Vineyards. Jim gave us some history of James Arthur 
Vineyards (e.g., how it came to be, opened in September 1997, size of vineyard), discussed wine-making in Nebraska, some of 
the caretaking involved with grapevines (e.g., pruning, canopy management), and the grape varieties that grow best in Nebraska’s 
weather. His very interesting presentation was followed by time for questions and answers.
Following Jim Ballard’s presentation, Judy Anderson quickly mentioned that she had gifts for NEOPA members. Please see her to 
pick up yours.
Becky Hastings pointed out the flyers on the tables announcing a craft/gift boutique table that would be at the November and 
December general meetings. This is sponsored by the PSP Committee as a fund raiser.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:05.
The next meeting will be November 8, 2005
Respectfully submitted,
Valerie Egger
Recording Secretary
(General Meeting minutes are printed as submitted)
Calendar of Events
November 8 UNOPA General Meeting
November 29 Mentoring Brownbag
December 6 UNOPA Executive Board Meeting
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UNOPA Notes
 Congratulations to our Boss of the Year recipient, Prem Paul, Vice 
Chancellor for Research.  I hope all those individuals that were nominated 
feel honored to be recognized by those that they work with.  The November 
luncheon is always a special meeting because we can show our appreciation to 
our bosses by inviting them to this luncheon.
 Along with looking forward to the bosses’ luncheon in 
November, we celebrate Veterans Day.  I hope that everyone 
had a chance to thank a veteran or a service man or woman for 
their service to our country.
 November is the start of the planning for the holidays.  Our December 
meeting, will be less business and more time for visiting with friends and looking 
forward to the upcoming season.  Please mark your calendars for Tuesday, 
December 13, as UNOPA members and guests get together to celebrate this 
special time of year.
 As we approach Thanksgiving, Christmas, Hanukkah, and Kwanzaa, 
holidays, don’t forget to think about those people and things that you are 
thankful for in your lives.  I came across the following quote in one of Carol 
Bom’s letters she wrote while serving as president two years ago;
 
 Count your blessings instead of your crosses;
 Count your gains instead of your losses.
 Count your joys instead of your woes;
 Count your friends instead of your foes.
 Count your smiles instead of your tears;
 Count your courage instead of your fears.
 Count your full years instead of your lean;
 Count your kind deeds instead of your mean.
 Count your health instead of your wealth;
 Count on God instead of yourself.
     -source unknown
  
 Wishing you all Happy Holidays!
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UNOPA MENTORING WORKSHOP
by Mary Guest, Mentoring Co-Director
Once again, we had a great turnout for the October mentoring workshop, “Surviving the Software:  Shortcuts to Managing 
Key UNL Systems,” held on October 25 with 38 people attending. The panelists included Judy Anderson, Sandy Watmore, 
Mary LaGrange, and Paul Erickson. The software that was discussed included InDesign, Excel, and SAP. Information was 
also provided on resources available to UNL staff members for training on various software programs. Ruth Ulrich won 
the door prize—a $10 gift certificate to Douglas Theaters.
Upcoming Workshops
There will be three workshops offered during second semester.
 February 28: Balancing Work and Family:  Staying Sane in Multiple Roles
 March 28: Pioneering New Frontiers:  Working with the Web
 April 25: Topic to be announced—suggestions welcome!
Please contact Beth Krohn, mkrohn1@unl.edu, or Mary Guest, mguest2@unl.edu, with questions, suggestions, or to sign 
up for workshops.
Treasurer’s Report
October 2005
Beginning checking balance October 1, 2005 $3,440.01
Income:
 Hospitality $407.00
 Interest $     .71 
  Total Income:  $407.71
Expenses:
 Program Comm. $  30.00
 Hospitality   $  58.39
 President $  40.80
 Recording Secretary $  12.98
 Mentoring $  10.00
 Misc.  $100.00
  Total Expenses:  $252.17
Ending checking balance October 31, 2005 $3,595.55
Checking Balance  $3,595.55
Cost Object Balance  $1,843.11
             Total $5,438.66
CD     $3,053.42
UNOPA History in UNOPA Notes*
 Five Years Ago - (Vol. 39, No. 5)
UNOPA members donated gifts for the KLIN/B107.3 
Giving Trees.
 Ten Years Ago - (Vol. 34, No. 5) 
 “It’s hard to believe 1995 is coming to a close.  With 
James Moeser, UNL’s new Chancellor, beginning 
February 1 and Dr. Melvin Jones, Vice Chancellor 
for Business and Finance, beginning February 5, the 
new year will get off to an exciting start.”  (Excerpt 
from President’s Message).
 Fifteen Years Ago - (Vol. 29, No. 5)
The guest speaker for the joint meeting was Lt. 
Governor Maxine Moul.  She is Nebraska’s first 
woman Lt. Governor.  Ms. Moul gave an overview 
of her career in politics and journalism and with the 
remaining time, answered member’s questions.
 *(Information obtained from UNOPA Notes Vol. 39, No. 
5, Vol. 34, No 5. and Vol. 29, No. 5)
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November Executive Board Meeting
by Donelle Moormeier, President-Elect
The November UNOPA Executive Board meeting was held November 1, 2005 East Campus Union.  President-elect Donelle 
Moormeier presided over the meeting in the absence of President, Becky Hastings.  Because many of the board members 
were attending a workshop there was not enough members in attendance to make a quorum.  
The October minutes were discussed, corrections will be made and both October and November minutes will be approved 
at the December meeting.  Chris Cary won the 2005 NEOPA Educational Professional of the Year Award.  She is now 
eligible for the national (NAEOP) award.  Usually the President and President-elect attend the Martin Luther King Breakfast 
in January.  There will be an email vote to approve this as the deadline for the reservations is November 25, 2005.  The 
last football game is November 12th, we are still looking for people to fill the schedule.  Donelle reported that she made 
a presentation about UNOPA to the College of Arts & Sciences Business Support Group meeting.  
The Bosses’ luncheon was discussed and everyone agreed that we needed to be especially conscious of the meeting 
ending by 1:00 p.m.  It was decided that the President could do most of the announcements and only committees that 
had special reports would speak at the meeting.  Marlene Pyatt will speak about the giving tree, Judy Andersen will speak 
about the December workshop, and the Employee Concerns committee will do a brief description of their work.
Donelle read the report on the Bradley Munn Professional Growth Fund submitted by Sandy Watmore.  Several payroll-
deduction donation cards have been received from members of the current Board and general membership.  Sandy is still 
trying to meet her goal of having a 100% donation rate from the current board and at least doubling the total number of 
member’s donations.  Sandy will be selling chances at the November and December general meetings for a sun catcher. 
All monies earned from this raffle will go to the Fund, the drawing will be in January, 2006.
Judy Anderson reported that December 1, 2005 from 1:00-5:00 p.m. will be the first UNOPA workshop. The program 
will include, Roshan Pajnigar, UNL Human Resources: NU Values; Diane Sullivan, organization in the home and office; 
Chris Cary, how to efficiently pack our suitcases.  The workshop will be free of charge to members and a charge for non-
members.  
Lola Young is getting ready to order pins for the national conference at a cost of approximately $1.60 each.  The pin will 
be in the shape of Nebraska, in red with a green tree and say “Home of Arbor Day.”
The next UNOPA board meeting will be December 6, 2005, 3:00-5:00 p.m. at 1700 Y Street.  Everyone will bring a gift for 
exchange with a $5.00 limit and a snack.
Happy Birthday!
Jan Wacker, UNOPA Past President, recently 
celebrated her 75th birthday with an open 
house on November 13th.  
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UNOPA’s
Giving
Tree
REMINDER
This is to challenge each 
of you to give generously to 
St. Monica’s.  Thanks to everyone 
who took a name from our Giving Tree 
for the people from Fresh Start.  
Remember, you can bring 
your items to my office, 401 
ADM at anytime, you do not have 
to wait until our December meeting 
on the 13th to bring the items.  Contact 
me if you need help getting the items to my 
office.  
Towels 
Wash Cloths
Hand Towels
Bath Towels
Kitchen Towels 
Dish Rags
Kitchen Items 
Utensils 
Cutlery
Storage Containers
Colanders
Any other “small” kitchen items  
Sheet Sets
Twin
Full
Full Sized Personal Care Items
Lotion
Body Wash
Shampoo
Conditioner
Feminine Hygiene Products
Calendars/Planners
Small/Medium Sizes to carry with 
them
Table Cloths
53” oval size table for special 
occasions (prefer cloth)
36” X 48” rectangle table for 
everyday use (can be cloth or 
vinyl)
36” X 108” rectangle table for 
everyday use (can be cloth or 
vinyl)
Placemats/Napkins
 Groups of 10
Again this year UNOPA has selected Fresh Start and St. Monica’s as our giving tree recipients.  Ornaments were on the tree 
for specific items wished for by residents of Fresh Start.  Please provide a box or gift bag for your gift but do not wrap.    
They will accept used items if in good condition (would you use it in your home?).  If you have any questions, please call 
Marlene Pyatt at 472-8778 or email at mpyatt2@unl.edu.  Turn in all gifts and donations to Marlene at 401 ADM on or 
before our December 13th meeting.  Call Marlene to make arrangements for pickup if you have more items than you can 
carry.
Items needed by St. Monica’s
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Do you have news for UNOPA Notes? 
Send information you would like included in an upcoming 
issue of UNOPA Notes to Rhonda Zugmier, rzugmier1@unl.
edu by the deadlines noted below.
Issue Deadline Date
January 2006 December 15, 2005
February 2006 January 16, 2006
March 2006 February 15, 2006
April 2006 March 15, 2006
May 2006 April 14, 2006
With Sympathy
Esther Sorensen, 82, longtime UNOPA Member and UNOPA retiree, recently 
passed away on October 17th.   She began employment in 1976 with 
Scientific Stores.  Esther later transferred to University Stores and finally to 
Food Stores.  Esther retired from UNL on May 7, 1993 after 16 1/2 years with 
UNL.  Esther is survived by her daughter, Diane Shannon, son & daughter-
in-law, Gregg and Ruthann Sorensen, and 2 grandchildren.  Memorials can 
be made to Grace United Methodist Church (2640 R Street).
Member Concerns
by Marlene Pyatt, Corresponding Secretary
Several cards were sent out the month of November to 
the following people.
Theresa Sis - Thinking of You card
Rose Frolik - Thinking of You card
Marie Cripe - 100th Birthday card
Jan Wacker - 75th Birthday card
Mary Klucas - Get Well card
Pat DeStefano - Get Well card
Thanks to everyone for keeping me informed and 
providing home addresses with your requests.  Please 
continue to let me know when a card needs to be sent to 
our members for whatever the reason.  They are greatly 
appreciated.
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Paul Named 2005 Floyd S. Oldt Boss of the Year
by Kathy Schindler
Dr. Prem Paul, Vice Chancellor for the Office of Research and Dean of Graduate Studies, was 
named the 2005 Floyd S. Oldt Boss of the Year, on Tuesday, November 8, 2005.
Paul won the award at the November meeting of the University of Nebraska Office Personal 
Association (UNOPA) at the Champions Club in front of more than 150 people. 
This award is given each November and recognizes University of Nebraska employees who 
demonstrate outstanding supervisory and interpersonal skills and encourage employee 
personal and professional development.  
Here is a paragraph from Paul’s nomination letter, “The nominee’s most outstanding attribute as a leader and “boss” 
is his positive attitude and love for his work, which informs all aspects of his job and creates a great atmosphere for 
those who work with him.  He has high expectations of himself and others, but he rewards hard work and maintains a 
positive “can do” attitude even when times are tough.  He is the very model of a great boss.”
Paul was named Vice Chancellor for Research in July 2001 and assumed his additional duties as Dean of Graduate 
Studies in July 2002.  Prior to coming to UNL, Paul spent 16 years at Iowa State University.  
As part of the award, Paul received a plaque, a $500 stipend, and a one-year membership to UNOPA.
Nominees for the award (left to right):
• Prem Paul, Vice Chancellor for the Office of Research and Dean of Graduate 
Studies;
• James Griesen, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
• Giacomo Oliva, Dean of the Hixson-Lied College of Fine and Performing Arts
• Anthony “Tony” Schkade, Assistant Director of the Office of Registration and 
Records
Not pictured:
• Sang Lee, Professor, Chair and Eminent Scholar in the Management Department; 
and Executive Director of the Nebraska Entrepreneurship Center
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Cary Earns Nebraska Educational Office Professional Of The Year Award 
Christine Cary has been named the Nebraska Educational Office Professional of the Year. 
Cary, recruitment staff assistant for the Office of Graduate Studies, was presented the award Oct. 15 during the Nebraska 
Educational Office Professionals Association meeting in Omaha. Cary has worked for NU for 10 years, and has been with 
Graduate Studies since Oct. 1, 2004. 
The award advances Cary as Nebraska’s nominee for the National Educational Professional of the Year award. That honor 
will be awarded in July at the national conference in Dallas. 
Cary is available to give a 15-minute talk ‘It’s not just a job if you love it,’ or a one-hour workshop ‘Packing for Business 
Travel.’ 
Her work on the packing workshop was included in the award nomination. 
For more information on the talk or workshop, contact Cary at 472-5836 or ccary2@unl.edu.  
Permission to use this article was granted by:
Tom Simons, Coordinator of News & Information, Office of University Communications, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Chris Cary is shown receiving the Nebraska Educational 
Office Professional of the Year Award.
Pictured are (left to right):
Carol Bom, NEOPA President-elect, Nebraska Dept. of 
Education Statewide Assessment;  Christine Cary, Award 
Winner, University of Nebraska-Lincoln Graduate Studies; 
Deb Ryan, NEOPA President, Lakeview Elementary School 
in Lincoln.
Calendar of Events
December 6 UNOPA Executive Board Meeting
December 13 UNOPA General Meeting
Holiday Party “A Plains Fiddle Style” with Dave Fowler & Carolyn Johnsen
City Union
January 10 Joint UNOPA/UAAD Meeting
 President James Miliken
February 28 Mentoring Workshop
Balancing Work and Family:  Staying Sane in Multiple Roles
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UNOPA General Meeting
Annual Bosses’ Lunch
November 8, 2005, Champion’s Club
President Becky Hastings called the meeting to order at 12:02 p.m. with a welcome. New members since October and 
guests were recognized.
OFFICERS REPORTS
President, Becky Hastings
October General Meeting Minutes. The first item of business was to approve the October 2005 general meeting minutes 
which were published in the October issue of UNOPA Notes. Becky asked the membership if there were any corrections or 
changes to be made. As there were none, Becky stated that the October general meeting minutes would stand approved 
as printed. 
Treasurer’s Report. Becky noted that copies of the Treasurer’s report were on the tables. The report will be entered into 
the records of the meeting as printed.  Any corrections or questions should be addressed to Gretchen Walker. Gretchen 
will then advise the Recording Secretary of any changes. For the record, the beginning balance on October 1, 2005 
was $3,440.01 with income of $407.71 and expenses of $252.17, leaving an ending balance on October 31, 2005 of 
$3,595.55. The cost object balance was $1,843.11 and the CD balance was $3,053.42.
UNOPA Notes. Reminder: the next UNOPA Notes deadline is November 15. Contact Rhonda Zugmier if you have any items 
for the newsletter.
Football Parking Lot. Five people are still needed to work the football parking lot for the November 12 game. This is the 
last home game. Contact Donelle Moormeier to sign-up.
  
Membership Dues. The membership early registration deadline has passed. Annual dues are now $12. Contact Amy 
Stewart if you are interested in joining or renewing your membership.
Pins for National Conference. Lola Young is getting ready to order pins for the national conference. They will be in the 
shape of the state of Nebraska and say “Home of Arbor Day.” The cost will be about $1.60 each. As a reminder for 
those new to UNOPA, the pins will be traded with other participants at the National Association of Educational Office 
Professionals (NAEOP) conference which will be held in Dallas, July of 2006.
FYI. Becky also noted that UNL NU Flex materials will be sent November 14, 2005.
Raffle Tickets. See Sandy Watmore to purchase your raffle tickets for the stained glass sun catcher which was donated by 
Cathy Leazer. Proceeds will go to the Bradley Munn Professional Development Fund. Tickets are 25¢ each or 5 for $1.00. 
The drawing will be held at the January 2006 general meeting. 
NEOPA Award.  Becky announced that Chris Cary was awarded the 2005 NEOPA Educational Professional of the Year 
award at the October 14 Fall NEOPA Workshop. 
Chris is an employment-recruitment staff assistant with UNL Graduate Studies. She has been a UNOPA member since 
1999, a NEOPA member since 2001, and a NAEOP member since 2001. She has held several offices and has served on 
numerous committees at all three levels. Chris attained her PSP certification of Associate Degree, Option II and CEOE in 
2004. Congratulations, Chris!
Hurricane Relief Donation. Becky received a thank-you letter from the National Association of Educational Office 
Professionals (NAEOP) for UNOPA’s donation to the NAEOP disaster relief fund. These funds will aid educational office 
professionals impacted by hurricane Katrina.
(Continued on Page 9)
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Corresponding Secretary, Marlene Pyatt
Marlene received a general list of items needed by St. Monica’s Behavioral Health Services for Women. Copies were on 
the tables for members to take with them. On the Holiday Giving Tree were names of women receiving assistance from 
Fresh Start Home and a list items they each need. Please deliver your items for St. Monica’s or Fresh Start Home to 
Marlene prior to the December 13 general meeting if at all possible. Contact Marlene with any questions.
STANDING REPORTS          
Employee Concerns, Tonda Humphress
Tonda took a moment to explain that University office professionals, along with administrators, faculty and students, have 
a strong interest in the success of the University.  In response to this interest, UNOPA established the Employee Concerns 
Committee. The Committee and its 16 subcommittees help the University deal with various concerns.
Tonda encouraged those who have a university-related concern which they would like shared with UNOPA members, or 
a concern for which they would like to receive input from UNOPA office professionals, to contact any of the committee 
members.
Business cards with the UNOPA Web site information were on each table. Information about each UNOPA committee and 
contact information are listed on the Web site. 
Professional Growth, Judy Anderson  
Judy announced the first UNOPA professional development workshop of the year will be held Thursday, December 1, 
2005, from 1:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m., at the City Campus Union. Workshop announcements for Value It. . . . Organize It. . . 
Pack It were on the tables. The workshop is free to UNOPA members and $10 for non-members. Call Judy at 472-7021 to 
register.
The three-part program will include:
• Roshan Pajnigar, UNL Human Resources: NU Values explained
• Diane Sullivan: Organize your home, your office, and your life
• Chris Cary: Pack your suitcases with room to spare
 
       
Hospitality, Pat DeStefano and Susan Thomas
The 50/50 drawing was won by guest Rod Chambers in the amount of $66.50.
Centerpieces were provided by the Champion’s Club and not given away. But wonderful baskets of assorted goodies 
were! Each basket was a different theme and was designed/assembled by a Hospitality Committee member. Basket 
winners included three UNOPA members and six guests. Congratulations to all!
  
Wine—Judy Douthit Coffee—Ken Svoboda Popcorn—Melissa Phifer
Hawaii—Mary Werner  Thanksgiving—Deana Unger Italian—Connie Johnson
Chocolate—Brenda West Romantic—Nancy Hoffman Barbeque—Joan Mendoza-Gorham
Program, Donelle Moormeier
Donelle introduced today’s speaker, Janice Driesbach, Director of Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery and Sculpture Garden. 
Just a couple of highlights from her presentation:
• Sheldon has one of the finest collections of American art in the United States
• There are over 13,000 items in Sheldon’s art collection, in all types of media
• Some pieces travel internationally as part of traveling exhibitions (e.g. London)
• Each year, fourth, fifth and sixth grade students from Lincoln schools tour the art gallery
(Continued on Page 10)
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Education is the birthright of every person.  We as members of the University of Nebraska Office Professionals 
Association pledge ourselves to safeguard that right.  We acknowledge the unique role of educational office 
professional and the importance of their contributions to the university and the community.  The purpose of UNOPA 
is to provide professional growth and promote high professional standards for education office professionals with 
the University of Nebraska, as partners upholding the quality of service to the university educational system and 
the community.
Boss of the Year Award, Jan Edwards
Jan introduced and thanked her committee for their hard work. Two of the three judges attended the luncheon and were 
recognized: Susan Danekas from Another Home and Ken Svoboda from Ray’s Lawn and Home Care. The third judge, Rick 
Wallace with Community Development Resources, was not able to join us.
Jan then introduced the five nominees for the 2005 Floyd S. Oldt Boss of the Year Award. 
• James V. Griesen, Vice Chancellor for Office of Student Affairs
• Sang M. Lee, Professor, Chair, and Eminent Scholar, Department of Management (was not able to attend)
• Giocoma M. Oliva, Dean, Hixson-Lied College of Fine and Performing Arts
• Prem S. Paul, Vice Chancellor for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies
• Anthony “Tony” R. Schkade, Assistant Director, Registration and Records
David Hansen, chairperson of the Psychology Department and 2004 Boss of the Year, spoke briefly about what an honor 
it was to have received the award. Excerpts from the letters of nomination for this year’s winner were read by Jan. 
Following this, David announced that the recipient of the UNOPA 2005 Floyd S. Oldt Boss of the Year Award was Prem S. 
Paul, Office of Research and Graduate Studies. Congratulations Dr. Paul!
The next general meeting will be December 13.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:58 p.m..
Respectfully submitted,
Valerie Egger
(Minutes printed as submitted)
